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Committee members
deny WEIU report
By ANN GILL
Editor in chief

here is that book?
·I Bridges, a reference librarian, searches for a book with flashlight in hand Tuesday
moon in the Booth Library stacks. Because of a partial power outage, sections of
•th Library are without light. Portions of the library are closed until the Physical
t hooks up a generator powerful enough to light the entire building.

Presidential search committee members
denied WEIU reports Tuesday that they were
encouraged to leak information to the press
concerning their preference for Eastern's
president.
·
Eastern's campus television station WEIU
reported Tuesday evening that its news
department had been contacted by several
individuals who said they were encouraged to
leak information saying presidential candidate David Jorns is the campus favorite.
However, presidential search committee
chair David Carpenter and several other
members of the search committee denied that
members of the committee or faculty members were encouraged to leak any information
about the presidential search.
Carpenter said that when he was contacted
by WEIU on Tuesday, the reporter rattled off
several numbers that she said represented the
number of evaluation forms the committee
received on each of the four candidates.
Carpenter added the reporter told him she
was informed that 250 evaluation forms were
received, of which 180 supported Jorns for
the position. In reality, Carpenter said, the
search committee received 855 evaluation
forms from all constituency areas.
Student committee members Blake Wood
and Chad Bandy agreed with Carpenter that
the number of evaluation forms were more
than 800. "Dr. Carpenter would know the
exact number but it was over 800,"Bandy
said. .
..
"When I · was contacted by (WEIU
reporter) Lillian Marks, she asked me three

different times if the search committee had
recommended one candidate over the others
and I informed her that the issue was confi- dential, and then I went on to say that the
committee carried out its duties as an advisory committee by advising the chancellor on
the candidates' strengths and weaknesses as
they were perceived by the committee and
the campus community," Carpenter said.
Marks would not clarify the number of
individuals she talked with but did say that
she spoke with members of the search committee and faculty not involved with the
search.
Marks added that her information was
confirmed by more than one individual.
Wood said that everything that was discussed by the committee was to remain confidential and nothing was- to be said publicly.
"Someone might have started a rumor to possibly throw off the board (Board of
Governors)," Wood said.
"The committee has to be confidential to
the person ..yho gets the job and to those that
don't get the job," Bandy said. "It's all out of
respect for the candidates.
· "I don't know who it would be (to start a
rumor) or what the motive is. Nothing was
said in the committee, and there is no way in
God's green earth that Dr. Carpenter would
tell anyone to do that," Bandy said.
Carol Schmudde, one member of the
search committee, said she has "not been
encouraged to tell any information."
Schmudde added, "I think it is a rumor and
at no meeting (of the committee) was this -discussed."
WEIU contacted search committee mem• _Continued on page 2A

'' ~9~~r:t:l.P~~~ -~_nrollment Nineteen app_
ly-· for Senate seat
n-ti nu es ~to :i-ncr.ease
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RISTOPHER POTRAFKA
campus enrollment figures
992 are up from last year and
been increasing over the past
years, said Brian Cole, the
tor of off campus and contract
ms.
ee years ago, the off campus
Hment was 641 compared to
in 1992. The "increase for this
is about 10 percent," Cole said.
campus students are those
nts who take courses off camin surrounding communities
are enrolled at Eastern.
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"Most people who take classes
are working adults who don't have
the opportunity to come to Charleston," Cole said.
Eastern has off campus centers
located in Champaign, Danville,
Decatur, Olney, Rantoul and Salem,
Cole said.
Cole accredited the growth in
students to "increased interests in
teachers pursuing degrees and community college graduates pursuing
a degree."
Undergraduate students account
for 495 of the students enrolled in
off campus classes.

By, p~~D -~· · ~UTf'j~Y
Staff writer -

Student Senate received 19
student petitions for six empty
seats and plans to begin the candidate review process at its regular Wednesday meeting.
l;'he petitions, which include
the applicant's background information, past experience and
accomplishments, a grade release
and 25 student signatures, will be
considered by the Legislative
Leadership Committee, said
Luke Neumann, speaker of the
senate.

The committee, a group of the
nine .senate committee chairs,
along with Neumann .and chief of
staff Dana Wulff, will meet with
applicants after the next regularly scheduled senate meeting.
"What we 're planning is to set
up interviews at 10 minute intervals, and the applicants can make
a short presentation," Neumann
said.
Candidates will be rated on a
scale of one to five and all candidates will· receive a three just for
showing up. The top six candidates will be presented to the full
senate for confirmation at the

Sept. 30 meeting .
' "That (timetable) is their
goal," said Brian Riordan, student body president. "It may take
more than one meeting because
there may be some back and
forth, but I don't foresee t_hat."
The senate is not bound to
accept all of the candidates submitted to it, Neumann said.
Two seats were left open from
last semester and four senate
members resigned this semester,
leaving six seats open.
Neumann said he is pleased
with the number of petitions
turned in.

dependent candidate Koppie enters U.S. Senate race
e Illinois Senate race may now
'e its own H. Ross Perot.
at has already been a divisive
spirited campaign between
ublican Rich Williamson and
ocrat Carol Mosely Braun,
ame even more complex last
th with the addition of indepeq1! Chad Koppie of Gilberts to the
ember ballot.
.oppie, 54, a farmer and 30-year
ine pilot, saw a late summer

petition drive to place him on the
Nov. 3 ballot fully approved Sept. 4
after an attempt to kill his bid by
the state Republican Party failed.
He faces a formidable challenge
against two political veterans with
established followings, consistent
media coverage and assured campaign funding.
In a telephone interview Tuesday
from Gilberts, located in the far
west Chicago suburbs, Koppie
shared some of his plans for the
weeks until Election Day with The
News. What many would call a

dead-in-the-water late challenge
should begin airing television commercials statewide and embark on a
tour of the 102 state counties very
soon, Koppie said.
His GOP break-away group,
called the Illinois Conservative
Party, came together in a grassroots populist movement by rejecting what they contend is a swaying
Republican platform not followed
by this year's candidates and particularly snubbed by Williamson.
Koppie began a petition drive in
early July to gain space on the bal-

lot. With 25,000 certified signatures
required, he collected 30,000 for
submission. Illinois Republican
Party Chairman Al Jourdan personally challenged Koppie 's bid but
later withdrew his objection.
Koppie calls himself a long-time
conservative Republican who simply became unhappy with his
party's goals and commitment.
"It (The Illinois Conservative
Party) is a rebellion against those
who flagrantly violate the rules and

+ Continued on page 2A

Chad Koppie
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FROM PAGE ONE
Committee members
•From page IA
ber Timothy Shonk, who told The News that when
WEIU contacted him, he told the reporter that the committee sent to the chancellor the strengths and weaknesses of each candidate. Shonk added that there was
more support for one of the candidates than for the
other three.
Carpenter stressed the committee did not select just
one candidate. The committee listed the strengths and
weaknesses of each of the candidates and submitted the
list to BOG Chancellor Thomas Layzell to distribute to

the BOG trustees prior to Thursday's board meeting.
"Someone is obviously in favor of Dr. Joms," Bandy
said. Joms, along with Mary Williams Burger, John
Idoux and Hilda Richards, will be on campus Thursday
for interviews with the board. The board will select the
new president that afternoon.
"What they (WEIU) reported in the news was downright sloppy journalism and rumor mongering,"
Carpenter said.
Other members of the search committee were
unavailable for comment at press time Tuesday.

: early Saturday morning are subject to
••
TOW-AWAY.
•

~·································

·Independent
+From page IA
planks of the platform of the
Republican Party," Koppie said.
"Nobody would have ever heard
anything from me if Williamson
had stayed the course of the platform. He violates at will each
plank in the Republican Party. I
do\.tlct ' have'' ea~ly support¢a Wil;··
liamson, but not now."
Koppie freely admits he's looking to foster the same kind of support Perot experienced earlier this
year. He also counts on pro-life
voters who disagree with both
Williamson's and Braun's prochoice stances.

••• The STADIUM LOT west of
••
•• O'BRIEN STADIUM will be
•• CLOSED Saturday, 9-26, for a
SPECIAL EVENT:
•••
:
The 17th Annual Marching Band
•: Contest. Vehicles remaining in the lot

"We 're looking for coalition
support ... wherever we can find
it," he said. "I'm looking for the
people who are sick of party politics like I am.
"i am interested in the populist
type of thinking because of insider,
elitist politicians," Koppie said.
','I'm.for the working class; I'm for
the productive people of this
nation. I'm JJ.Ot an elitist. I'm l'Ot a
·
.,._ _., ·.,
lawyer.
"There is not a citizen who can
run his household and balance his
own checkbook who cannot, and
who is not capable of, sitting on a
Congressional seat and do a better

job than these klutzes and clowns
we have in there today," he added.
Koppie plans to finance the bulk
of his campaign from his own
pocket. He said he is prepared to
spend about $100,000 of his own
capital and has accepted contributions totaling less than $12,000
thus far.
Like both of his opponents,
Koppie says the panupount issue
thfs . fe·:tr ~ti:es ~"l!rf ec,9~-P~Y:~ ~
Unlike efth'er ·wlmamson :'of ~
Braun, however, Koppie has laid
down a handful of specific options
he plans to implement if sent to
Capitol Hill.

ON CAMPUS

art y '

Double Cheeseburger
w /fries $2.99
:.~ f:~~·:.~

Lg..D.ra.(ts $1.25
·111·1
-· -- - - {Lite''aifJ··MGbJ~·.:.:~: .:~~ ,-_ .f"
11'

Tonite: Wings-n-Rings $1__..'!!!!....

•
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is proud to announ.ce,they
were ·rank·
ed
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Proudly Announces
its Fall 1992 Psi
Pledge Class:
Scott Gross
David Henry
Greg Jamiosek
Jeff Kasie
iiTLi Dan Lahdano' ._,."
ATA George Meisenbelter

ATA
ATA
ATA
ATA

Matt Moritz
Mark Pawlack
John Peek
Jonathan Rankin
Matt Reynolds
Rob Waddell
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Court will
hear Fair
Share case
By DAVID M. PUTNEY
Staff writer

MARI OOAWAll"'noto w11u1
·tern's students cross the busy intersection at Ninth Street and Roosevelt Avenue Tuesday afternoon where Student Government officials are
irking to establish a four-way stop.

enate up.~~t at failure·to 'add stop sign
Students on Stopping, a group comprised of
lent senators and Student Senate commitmembers, has expressed disappointment
the Charleston City Council for their failto construct any type of warning device at
intersection of Ninth Street and Roosevelt
·enue.
_
Brian Riordan, student body president, said
sday that no one from the council has been

in contact with anyone from the university.
The Charleston City Council will meet on
Sept. 29 at the Municipal Building located at
Sixth Street and Jackson Avenue in Charleston. Members of Students on Stopping are
planning to address their grievances to the
council at that meeting.
The group first approached the council in
April with a petition signed by 349 students
and Charleston residents. They wanted the
council to install a four-way stop sign at the
intersection to ensure the safety of pedestrian

Kissinger says U.S. did all it could for POWs

acuity senate discussed
ibrary budget problems
CHRIS KARWOWSKI
The Faculty Senate was visited
1esday by Allen Lanham, the
.ean of library services, who
Iked about the severity of the
:ent budget cuts.
Senate Chair Ed Marlow said
was recently given a 10 to 12
1ge list of journals that were cut
m the library budget.
Lanham explained the budget
r 199 i" was around $827 ,000,
iut there is a 10 to 15 percent
ation rate from 1991 to 1992
at must be dealt with if the
'ibrary is to keep up current stands.
The library was granted a 10
rcent budget increase to keep
with the inflation rate. How·er, the library had to give back
151,000 in January 1992. Durig that time, the library was just
it able to buy any new books,
ham said.
Between January and Septem" the President's Council gave
1e library $30,000, which raised
1e budget to its current level of
1771,000. Lanham said the funds
1ere an improvement but is still
ot enough to keep up with
'"1brary standards.

Lanham said that without
funding there is nothing the
library can do about the cuts in
periodicals and journals. Lanham
went on to say the library is
already running with a "skeletal
staff and a small budget," and
hopes the library will not have to
go through more cuts this November.
Later in the meeting, senate
member John Kraft brought up a
recent change in the student
absentee policy. The policy was
changed from having certain
excuses that allowed students to
be absent from class without punishment to allowing teachers to
decide whether or not they will
accept an excuse.
Previously, students were
excused from class when there
was a death in the family or illness. Kraft moved that the old
policy be reinstated into effect
because it shouldn't be up to a
teacher whether or not a student
is able to attend a funeral. Further
discussion on the matter will continue at next week's meeting.
The senate will meet next
Tuesday in the Board of Governors Room, located in Booth
Library.

.orrectlon
In Tuesday's edition of The Daily Eastern News the story concerning
:xual abuse statistics The News incorrectly reported that Genie Lenihan
id sexual assault statistics from Eastern's Judicial Board are not accurate.
Lenihan said statistics are not an accurate representative of assaults on
pus because all assaults are not reported; it is not the fault of the
icial Board. The article also stated that the Judicial Board decides which
:s will have a hearing. The Board will hear all cases brought before it
students.
The News also reported 48 student victims came to the Sexual Assault
unseling Information Center in 1991. That figure should have been
.alified by saying that while some of the 48 students were sexually
;saulted on campus, many had been victimized years prior to seeking
Ip.
The News regrets the errors.
'tru.'"'~-... ,-. ... _
·...~•.,: ~"·~· :•'. ·- :~: ~ -:~~t~~~!>:;~~~~~~·~t-~•.t .•~.:-·i~t.c ~-~~.~ ~>t:~i.··~ ~,~ ~~.\~~
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traffic.
At that time, City Engineer Mark Dwiggins
said the proposal was "worthy of consideration." Dwiggins was then instructed by Mayor
Wayne Lanman to investigate the cost of the
proposal and report back to the council.
City Attorney Brian Bower said that the
amount of pedestrian and motor traffic at the
intersection was not high enough to require
the city to make changes. He cited state statues which actually say the numbers needed to
warrant changes.

An Eastern professor's appeal
of an Illinois Educational Labor
Relations Board decision was dismissed Sept. 15 because of technicalities, but a similar case he
filed will be heard in Coles
County Circuit Court Wednesday.
The dismissed case, filed by
math professor Lewis Coon on his
own behalf, was an appeal of the
1989-91 Illinois Educational
Labor Relations Board's decision
concerning University Professionals of Illinois Fair Share
deductions. The appeals court
decision will have no effect on a
request for an injunction Coon
filed in August, said Robert
Toews, assistant Illinois attorney
general.
The request for an injunction
will be considered in court
Wednesday.
Coon could not be reached for
comment about the dismissal.
The dismissed appeal was a
waste of time and money, said
Mitch Vogel, University Professionals of Illinois' president.
"He's a math pro.fessor and not
a lawyer," Vogel said. "Once
more he has proven he is a math
professor because a lawyer
wouldn't have filed something as
frivolous as this."

0
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WASHINGTON (AP) - Henry Kissinger on
Tuesday denounced as "a flat-out lie" the allegation
that he and others knew U.S. servicemen were left
behind when the war in Southeast Asia ended two
decades ago.
Two people who made such suggestions Monday
were Kissinger's colleagues from the Nixon administration - defense secretaries James R. Schlesinger
and Melvin Laird.
But the former secretary of state and national
security adviser acknowledged that even as he negotiated peace with the North Vietnamese, he recognized they had not provided an adequate accounting
for missing Americans.
And in a sometimes hostile exchange with members of a Senate committee, Kissinger didn't rule out
the possibility that some Americans survived after
U.S. soldiers were withdrawn from the jungles of
Southeast Asia in 1973.
"I think it's improbable any are alive today,"
Kissinger said.
·
<''I have always kepr open the possibility in my
mind there were some in Laos." Kissinger's intensely defensive, sometimes comoative testimony came
under oath before an extraordinary hearing by the
Senate Select Committee on POW-MIA Affairs.
The bipartisan panel is trying to answer lingering
questibns about the fate of missing soldiers and airmen two decades after the conclusion of the
Vietnam War, which divided the nation.
Kissinger testified a day after other former Nixon
officials, including Schlesinger and Laird, said they
believed some American prisoners were still in
Vietnam or Laos after the withdrawal of U.S. troops
and the 1973 release of more than 591 prisoners of
war.
The former defense secretaries cited reliable
reports of more POWs, particularly in Laos, than
were released.
Kissinger said neither man ever expressed those
views at the time.
"If we had known, if we had heard this, we would
have acted on it," Kissinger said.
He bitterly disputed suggestions "that when
President Nixon announced that all prisoners were
on the way home, he or his aides knew that many
were left behind." "The allegation is a flat-out lie,"
Kissinger said, blaming the assertions on "leaks that
could only have come from this inquiry.'' Kissinger
acknowledged receiving "some reports alleging that
live Americans were still in Indochina," and said
they "were taken seriously" by U.S. officials.
"But no confirmed report of living American prisoners ever crossed my desk, although I am not saying, they did not exist," .he ~a,id.
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The Senate committee room was crowded with
spectators, some Vietnam veteran~. \\'earing camouflage jackets and war decorations.
Some were relatives of men still unaccounted 'for,
such as Collene Shine of Arlington, Va., whose
father, Air Force Lt. Col. Anthony Shine, was
downed Dec. 2, 1972 on the Lao-North Vietnam
border.
"The families have been. lied to," she said. "We
have been victims of lies and a lack of effort. I'd like
the priority to be focused on returning Americans
alive." The session, conducted under. the glare of
television lights, at times recalled the bitter, emotional divisions spawned by the Vietnam War.
Kissinger insisted that the administration has
pressed the North Vietnamese strongly for release of
all prisoners and an accounting of the missing,
including those in neighboring Laos. But he contended the administration's efforts were undercut by
actions in Congress to force an end to U.S. military
operations, including bombing of the North.
"I had no means of pressure left," Kissinger said,
referring to his negotiations in Paris with the North
Vietnamese. "All I could do is bluff my way through
this." Kissinger challenged the committee's chairman, Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass. He said Kerry's antiwar efforts at that time contributed to the political
climate that made it impossible for the administration to obtain a fuller accounting from North
Vietnam, even after one was required by the Paris
peace accords.
"It is totally inappropriate for those who prevented any sort of military action to blame those of us
who wanted to enforce the agreement," Kissinger
said.
A decorated Vietnam veteran, Kerry turned
against the war in 1970, testifying before Congress
and helping found the Vietnam Veterans Against the
War.
"Look, I didn't ask for this job," Kerry told
Kissinger. "I'm here because 20 years later the questions still confound America." Demonstrating that
t)le Vietnam War 's conduct still triggers profound
political disagreement, the panel's vice chairman,
Sen. Bob Smith, R-N.H., interjected a harsh view
from the conservative Right: "My peace mQvement
would have been to make them a parking lot at the
end of the war, but unfortunately that didn't happen." Kerry at one point read from newly released
secret documents suggesting that while the fate of
POWs was a top priority during peace negotiations,
it became a secondary concern to the administration
after the Paris peace accords were signed in 1973.
"Mr. Chairman, you're just playing with documents," Kissinger said....

A step by step guide to accident reaction
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Eastern 'Bill of
Right~'. needed
for rape Victims
On July 23, President Bush signed into law
the Campus Sexual Assault Victim's Bill - or
Ramsted Bill - a clarification of the Buckley
Amendment. This bill requires .colleges or universities to develop a specific policy for dealing
with the disciplinary procedure and reporting
of sexual assaults that occur on campuses.
By forcing colleges to develop a specific policy for dealing strictly with sexual assault cases,
the bill no longer allows colleges to handle
these serious criminal cases as simply "violations of the student conduct code," as is the
case at Eastern.
Eastern currently does
I 0
not have a specific policy
VD'>"''lfi n-oiwimf'..'"\ f', 1(•itl1aF-deitls~'sfitctiy 'WitH· sex::
ual assault cases. SexuaH1~sdtl'lt fatl51 l1nder·vtd-''
lations of Eastern's student conduct code. Rape
is a serious crime and should not be lumped in
with fist fights, or plagiarism - both of which are
violations of conduct codes.
In 1989, Eastern's Sexual Assault Center said
11 rapes on Eastern's campus were reported to
them. However, statistics show 15 percent of
women on college campuses are victims of a
sexual assault.
If 15 percent of the female college population is assaulted each year - approximately 550
women - why is it that only 11 were reported?
Women need to be informed of their rights
as victims of sexual assaults. On May 15, 1991,
the Campus Sexual Assault Victims' Bill of
Rights Act of l 991 was introduc~d to tbe
House of.Representatives ancl ·was-signecf.,into "
law on July 23, 1992.
~ .. _.,. ,., .. ·· .- ·
·
-' lhi~- Bifl"of Rights outlines the rights of victims
of sexual assaults on campus. In response to
this bill some universities have begun writing a
victims' "Bill of Rights" of their own.
Eastern currently does not have a victims'
Bill of Rights in writing. It is important that
Eastern put in writing the rights of victims of
sexual assaults and that the students of Eastern,
especially the women, are informed of its contents.
If more women were informed of their rights
as victims and the professionals that deal with
these women were informed of their rights,
perhaps more women would feel confident in
reporting attacks.
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Deep in her breast lives the
·:?:?}\················································· silent wound.
.t

Virgil

A horn blast, a tire screech and
the unmistakable sound of colliding sheet metal can only mean one
of two things when you find yourself behind the wheel.
Either Lady Elaine just piloted
Mr. Roger's Trolley into a confrontation with the Amtrak 5: 15
express, leaving her threadbare
puppet carnage under the splintered wreck, or you've just had a Chris
accident.
At least that's how it was last Sondheim
week.
Few everyday disasters can bring more headaches
than a car accident. For the second time since February, I
was driving Thursday when my car received what can
modestly be called "serious body damage." What used
to be a flawless dassic is now reduced to just one of hundreds of deformed but drivable heaps.
Leaving the Charleston Police Department from a routine assignment, I returned not 10 minutes later to report
the collision on the square.
At this point It doesn't even matter whose fault it was,
but I've been made aware of certain frustrations encountered by all drivers who dare leave the garage.
Here's how it happens with most of us:
Step 1. That crashing sound of twisted steel. You
swear and your head whips around, usually to see a car
and another bewildered driver. He's swearing and wondering the 'same thfng yo4 are, blit_masks his confusion
with an overpowering anger dn,1nk , Gr~~~ g~neraUY,
reserve for other drunk Greeks at 2 a.m. Saturday in
Hardee's.
You'll whisper to yourself or yell to your passenger
and swear, "What the#$*@!." That sinking, empty feeling
in your gut is bound to kill any appetite for a week.
Step 1.25. Curse the Holy Trinity.
Step 1.50. Curse Student Government.
· Step 1.75. Embrace the Devil and all his works and
ways, it's the only approach to get through what follows
with your ego intact.
Step 2. Swearing and cursing to High Heaven and the
Lord Himself. I usually get around to this while stopping
my car in the street and unbuckling. But you really
needn't stop at all.
There's always the fleeting thought of a quick Lethal
Weapon-type getaway. Never mind the air filter in your
lap and the doors that won't open, you can drive at least
to the state line. "Who'll ever track me down," you
might think. "It's probably only a scratch anyway."
When you ~o extract yourself fr_Qm the car, swear a

few more times. Look at the front end, the rear end and
both sides. Swear once for each untouched portion and
at least a dozen times for each blemish on the bashed
panels.
Step 3. Making the peace. You and the other driver
must come to some crude understanding. By now you
should look around before you swear because both of
you are becoming aware of what just occurred.
One of you will always play polite guy, quietly contending that "these things just happen." He may try to
tell you his life story or regale you with tales of his other
accidents or those of his kids, but don't try to get to
know each other. Stay cold and reserved and never apologize. Keep intimidating him through continued swearing. It's just not worth the effort to make friends. H
likely is it you'll marry his daughter, anyway?
Step 4. The cop station. Be prepared to wait. Li
Disneyland, it's worth the line to talk to those jovial,:
eager-to-please Charleston police. They're always
damn quick. Have your proof of insurance and vehl
registration ready at the door, please, and keep
swearing to a minimum as these are law-enforcem
officers who lead dean, sinless lives.
Step 5. Insurance claims. If the vehicles have
moved and the cops didn't see your wreck, they
not issue any tickets. This leaves it up to your insu
companies to fight it out. Some agencies will so
through the paper storm for you, but as for the others,
think the agents should just duke it out with each di
cheering his own along.
Cheap gasoline, expansive highway networks, a
pl,e ,U~nsipg . pr~, a,ncl ,more auto~obiles per
thi:m any ~ther indMStricUizecl na,tion-have made driving
the U.S virtually a universal '.right. Out very standard
living Is arguably based on easy-to-obtain motorist
leges.
However, as anyone who has endured the
nightmare can attest, accidents seem inevitable.
father has been a licensed driver for more than 25
He's never been in an accident and never received a
et. Kudos to him and the rest in that elite group
skilled, defensive drivers. Maybe they're just lucky,
they prove it's all avoidable.
Driving west on Illinois Route 16 last week - on
way to the claim center - a state Department
Transportation sign gave all of us braving the pave
that day some predictable advice.
"Drive safely."
Sure.
- Chris Sundheim is dty editor and a regular co/um
Daily Eas~ern News.
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Feminists must
take back their
.
common voice
Dear editor:
I am a feminist. So are most of the
people I know, although many of
them might not use that term to
describe themselves. I believe it is
time for feminists to take back our
name; other people are using it in
vain.
A recent column in The Daily
Eastern News used the term, "the
feminists" frequently, without ever
defining what group or groups the
author was referring to. The column
took feminists to task for refusing to
allow other women to make their
own decisions about how best to live
their lives; however, I personally
know no feminists who would inflict
their own decisions on other people
- and I know a lot of feminists. One
of the principles of feminism as I
know it is respect for the choices of
others, whether these choices be

reproductive, career or personal
choices.
Pat Robertson, in a recent letter
opposing the Equal Rights Amendment in Iowa, stated, "(Feminism) is
about a socialist, anti-family political
movement that encourages women
to leave their husbands, kill their children, practice witchcraft, destroy
capitalism and become lesbians." I
know no suCh feminists.
The Equal Rights Amendment
simply states that equality under the
law shall not be denied on account
of sex. This right has been enacted as
law for every other minority group;
however, women (who actually are a
majority of the U.S. population) still
do not have their equal rights constitutionally protected. What is it about
this right that so frightens people?
The feminists I know are male and
female; married and single; parents
and childless; in fact, they represent
_every variation of human conditions I
know of. They are, in general, not
organized (there are democrats,
people who believe in democracy,
and Democrats, people who belong
to the Democratic part)'; there are

republicans and Republicans;
their is no organizations called
feminists). Some belong to the
tional Organization of Women;
belong to the Women's Stud
Council; some belong to no o
zation.
So what do the feminists I
have in common? It is very slm
they all believe that women
be treated equally with men.
given preferential treatment;
sharing pubic restrooms (we
not use urinals even if we had
to them), certainly not killing
children, practicing witchcraft,
stroying capitalism and becoml
lesbians. All we want is equality.
that too much to ask?
And by the way, stop redefln
our description. A feminist Is
who "advocat(es) social and poll
rights for women equal to those
men (Random House College
tionary, 1980)." Most of the r
of this paper are feminist, whe
they know it or not. I hope they
soon describe themselves as such.

Wrestlers grapple with common decency o:~~ Eastern News
A former hero came back to

Ire last week.

There he stood, bloodied but
bowed, the infamous Tito San1a was once again on the tele'lsion screen. But, at the same
lme, it wasn't Tito Santana.
,For those of you unaware of
r. Santana's exploits, he is a
·ofessional wrestler in the World
'restling Federation. From sev- •
1th grade until about my sopho- Chris
1ore year in high school, I wantd to be like Santana or Hulk Seper
ogan or Ricky "The Dragon" - - - - - - iteamboat. I was already practic1g my flying leg drop.
But as I got older and wiser - and as I came to the
alization that wrestling is fake - I grew out of my
·o-wrestling aspirations. Now, C\ few years later, there
,d Tito - as tough as ever.
But in the new system of the WWF, Tito had
1anged his name to "El Matador," a continued push
the organization to draw people in through racial
itereotypes and overall human generalizations. Tito
1w wore the matador's cap and carried a bullfighter's
cape. Tito had sold out.
If anyone was looking for evidence pointing
•ards the erosion of society, they'd look no further
the slimeball circus of the WWF. Here are a few
pies of their contributions to racial harmony:
• Razor Ramon. The all-world, super-universal
pion in all of wrestling's racial stereotypes,-Razor
ion enforces every negative Hispanic element posle. Saying things like, "Jou meng,~jou no.' lliiv~'rnas •
ismo~ Razbr Ramon·t·he h~·it'l'laS' fnatfilsn'lo,:> ' his
.ibiography 1 describes Ramon ·flaunting "his gold,
Cadillac and other material possessions... "
For ·those who don't know, "mas machismo" is
1slated roughly into "more macho." So what he's
ng is that no one has more macho that he does,
has more macho. What the WWF is saying is they
'e little class.
• Tatanka. Forget Chief llliniwek, forget the
rashington Redskins. Heck, forget the Naperville
ntral Redskins - Tatanka is the U.S. champion of all
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Native American stereotypes. Lily white with a sunlamp tan, Tatanka's name (meaning buffalo) comes
right out of Dances With Wolves. With a dyed red
streak through the top of his head, wearing mutli-col. ored Halloween paints and donning some synthetic
Native American feathers, this "Native American from
all the Indian tribes" manages to dance over all the
tradition, pride and honor a real Native American
would have for his heritage.
• Slick. This guy may have played the main pimp in
the Damon Wayan's movie, 'Tm Gonna Git You
Sucka." The "Slickster" plays the role of a manager for
the grapplers of the WWF. Having recorded the song
"Jive Soul Bro" on one of the WWF's al bums, Slick
represents the jive-talking, gerri curl activist and allaround slave-boy mentality for the group. To get a tag
team to match Slick's personality, the WWF probably
would try and recruit Amos and Andy.
Keeping in mind the previous character descriptions, consider the WWF's main and number one audience - children. Federation President Vince McMahon
has said they are aiming for kids and all their ideas are
designed to bring children into the arena.
Now think about what these kids are getting out of
the "Jou meng" style of Razor Ramon or the phony
representation done by Tatanka.
While Tatanka is a "good guy," Ramon and Slick
both are booed and mocked, encouraging people to
say, "Look at these people. They're sick scum." In the
mind of a young child, stereotype-encouraged attacks
can only carry over to real life.
.. There are no disclaimers before. the rr,ici.~c~~~Jike1,
We warn you, o.u r Wrestlers repres~nt erroneQus and.
~ft~r1_,ill]Prol?er '~ew~~pe5 9~ ra~e~: cla,5ses ·a:nd 'c~·,:~
tain ' otcUp.ft1on~. Please don't' take let them make an
impression on you. Just pay your $15 and take it in."
Even though Tatanka gets cheers instead of Jeers,
the kids are probably even more likely to buy the
Native American falsehoods that the white-bread
Tatanka exudes.
Right now, I'm just waiting for the WWF to introduce two more of its racially oriented grapplers - L.A.
Burns and Officer King Beater.
- Chris Seper is edit page editor and a guest columnist forThe Daily Eastern News.
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as it is."
I love to spend money.
"Just fill one out, it can't hurt you," I was informed.
In fact the more money I have,
"Yeah It can," I informed him.
more I love to spend It. This
"Just one minute."
mer I can't even begin to cal"Look, I just can't." The man behind the table was still
1te how much money I've spent.
eyeing me as I briskly walked away.
,Ides my living and transportaA day later the same scenario happened again except
in expenses, there were also
I decided to handle it differently.
•le necessities such as clothes,
"Want to fill out an application for a credit card?"
1thes, jewelry and more dotheS.
"No, I already filled one out," I said as I kept walking.
1, and food too.
"Why is it I don't believe you," the man asked.
Yet it hit me a few weeks ago
1t while I love to spend money, I laura
"Probably because I'm lying," I replied and walked
hate to be without it. I have no Durnell
away.
Does the saying "no means no" mean anything?
lgeting capabilities whatsoever, - - - - - - •
Maybe I'm just bitter these days, but when I say I
1lch is a big reason I never became an accounting
· don't want to fill out an application I honestly mean it.
tjor.
Last November, right before I left to head home for
But I do have some financial sensibility. I only own one
lit card and I told myself after I got that credit card Thanksgiving, I was asked in the Martin Luther King Jr.
years ago that I would never apply for another one University Union if I wanted to fill out a credit card appli1tll I got a real job and made some real money. Right cation. At first I said no, but then this guy said it was for a
good cause and I would get a free candy bar. I said no
I just cannot afford to apply for a new one.
again and once more I was told it was for a good cause
Some people refuse to understand this.
Last week I was approached three times by people and it was Thanksgiving and I should learn to give a little.
Guilt set in and even though I knew I couldn't afford
man the tables to apply for a new credit card. Now
·s not the fact that I was approached that has me both- another credit card, I filled out an application anyway.
' it's the fact that when I said I wasn't interested I Two months later I received my new credit card which
remained in its envelope. This summer I called up the
still bothered about filling out an application.
credit card company and canceled it.
"Want to apply for a credit card?" I was asked.
'Nuff said.
"No, that's OK," I said.
"Come on, you'll get a free candy bar if you just fill one
- Laura Dume/I is the news editor and a guest columIt."
"Really, I can't fill one out. I have too many bills to pay f!ist f9(lhe Daily,Easter11 News.
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Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
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Preachy rhetoric
campaign "-fal1ls)L~1~
upcilf''i leaf ears ·
It seems everybody has to face
the world of incomprehensible
financial aid forms. In short, the
government has managed to
bureaucratize begging.
Hillary Clinton came to the University of Illinois promising to hand
out college money in much the
same way governments hand out a
condom - with no thought as to
whether people are intelligent Da Id M
enough to use it properly and
'N
•
based on the political assumption Putney
that everybody needs it.
------•
To listen to Clinton, it sounds as if little Johnny
Lunchbucket Jr., son of a working dass stiff, can't get any
college money because BMW-driving Buffy Bourgeoisie
is sucking up all the federal financial aid. That is siQ1ply
more'. of the politics· of-class-envy for a campaign already
oozing with it from every pore. ...... ~ c:,-, -, ~i~ :.-·.-.s !rt..
As Clinton pointed out, only 30 percent of young people are able to afford to go to college - assuming everybody in the remaining 70 percent wants to go. The way
she makes it sound, nobody can afford to go to college.
Fortunately, Department of Education statistics don't
bear this out.
College enrollment has tripled from 1963 to 1990,
going from over 4 million students in 1963 to over 13
million in 1990. The same holds true of the number of
degrees conferred.
To get more specific, at the U of I where Clinton was
speaking, enrollmeht has increased from over 35,000 in
1985 to over 37,000 in 1989.
Quoting from a the same Department of Education
report, "In recent decades, post-secondary education has
become more accessible to all segments of the population. Federal student financial aid and other programs
also have attracted many students who otherwise would
have found it difficult to finance a college education."
However, Bill Clinton continues to hold out there is a
financial aid disaster to be laid at.the feet of the Reagan
and Bush administrations.
• ~ ... · ·, '· ~·
What disaster? Actual educational expenditures rose
twice as much from 1980 to 1990 when Reagan and
Bush were in office than they did in the previous 30
years. The number of college graduates doubled during
those ten years. The only time during that 40 years actual
expenditures didn't grow was during the Carter presidency because of runaway inflation.
Despite what Hillary would have you think, more of
America's youth than ever are getting to go to college.
That is pretty obvious when she was speaking to a bunch
of U of I students who apparently can afford to go to college without Clinton's promised money tree.
In addition, Bill Clinton's plan would require a tax increase. The government simply cannot afford more social programs without a radically expanded tax base. A
large part of that tax money will end up in the hands of
the enormous bureaucracy that will have to be formed to
run the program, not in the hands of the students Hillary
Clinton seems to be so sympathetic towards.
A sudden glut of free-money students would raise the
price of tuition. If Bill really wanted to put more education money in student pockets, not feed his big government buddies, he would make tuition tax deductible.
So why would Hillary Clinton make promises the
country can't afford and the people she is claiming to
help don't need? Buying votes, perhaps.
Hillary Clinton wasn't talking about real education
reform. She was preaching to the choir.
- David M . Putney is a staff writer and a guest columnist forThe Daily Eastern News.
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Celebration
By STEVE LYSAKER
Campus editor
Planning is already underway
for Celebration: A Festival of the
Arts '93, which will be held on
Eastern's campus April 30, May 1
and2.
Dan . Crews, co-chair of
Celebration along with James
Johnson of the art department, said
the first planning meeting for the
festival will be held sometime in
mid-October, although a definite
date has not yet been set.
Crews said the meeting will be
open to anyone interested in volunteering to help with the festival.
Crews also said he would like to
see an increase in student participation of the festival.

pl~ns

underway
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AFESTIVAL OF THE ARTS
"We want more student involvement," Crews said. "We think it's
important for the students Celebration is held on the campus
and we're trying to appeal to students and the community.
"We're really looking forward
to good student involvement,"
Crews said.
Crews said planning for next
year's Celebration is already ahead
of last year's plans and fundraising.
"Last year at this time we had

509 Van Buren

no money for planning," Crews
said. "This year we have already
received a grant for $3,375. We're
off to a good start."
Crews said one of the changes
in next year's Celebration will be
the use of a different stage.
"We 're having a professional
lighting stage brought in which
will probably be placed on the east
side of the library close to the food
and crafts," Crews said.
Although last year's Celebration
attendance was estimated between
14,000 and 15,000 people, Crews
said with better weather the crowd
could be increased by a few thousand people.
"Last year we were hampered
by rain, which is always a problem
in early spring," Crews said.

Computers can enhance clas·s work
By ARINNE CURTIS
Staff writer
Instructors interested in using computer education
systems as a supplement to their classroom assignments can gain experience with NovaNET.
"Using NovaNET to Enhance Instruction," is being
offered Thursday in Booth Library. The presentation
and workshop will be offered in two separate sessions,
from 10 a.m. to noon and from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m. in the
BOG Room of Booth Library.
NovaNET is a computer-based education resource
which serves as a tutorial for students of all academic
levels, said Linda Wiman, library operations assistant
for the Student Materials Center and site director for
NovaNET.
The system can be accessed from five dedicated terminals - terminals compatible only with NovaNET and several personal computers at Booth Library, along
with some computers in the open lab at Lumpkin Hall,
which are available for use during regular building
hours.
"It's where a ~rson can go to access lesson material
n varioiil"s~~ Wili:l\te! fvallabt'e, '"Wiman said.
'trt's not jli.st a matter o!Sit"iing3own and reading 'a

d

textbook."
Celia Kraatz, a senior specialist in computer-assisted
instruction at the University of Illinois, will "familiarize instructors with what NovaNET is and how they
can utilize it for t}1eir classroom needs," Wlillan said.
Wlillan added after hearing about the benefits of the
system, instructors will get a hands-on experience
using NovaNET.
Some professors have already implemented
NovaNET in their classes, Wiman said. Currently 12
sections are doing homework lessons on the NovaNET
system.
The NovaNET system can be used by both instructors and the student population as well. Beginning at
the elementary level and continuing through the postsecondary level, NovaNET offers tutorial lessons for a
variety of subjects, including math, reading, English,
physics and psychology.
Since NovaNET has the capability to keep records
of the lessons completed and the amount of time spent
on each lesson, students using NovaNET for class
assignments are encouraged to use individual sign-on
access codes to insure confidentiality of the data,
Wiman said. A general sign-on is available for students
not completing assignments.

Greeks to begin peer advisor program
By KAREN MEDINA
Staff writer
University of Illinois' largest
greek system will lend a helping
hand to its little brother, Eastern.
Eastern recently adopted U of I's
Greek Peer Advisor program. GPA
will have its first meeting at 8 p.m.
Wednesday in the Student
Activities office located in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
The Greek Peer Advis.or program is a service designed to
enhance brother and Sisterhood for
Eastern students who are iQvolved :
in ·greek programs. The program
reaches out to those members who
might need assistance that are suffering from some social problem.
"GPA was started by the

University of Illinois in 1986 and member of the greek community.
the system has been very successful
"GPA helpers will address probfor the students there," said Kevin !ems with strict confidentiality and
Dwyer, coordinator of Eastern 's work with the counseling center
GPA. "I hope the program here will along with other Charleston com·prevent problems on Eastern's cam- munity service groups," Dwyer
pus."
said.
The program will be open to
"We will also have a certified
greek chapters that are in the counselor that will tie in with the
Interfraternity Council, Panhellenic counseling center," Dwyer said.
Council and the Black Greek
Other activities offered will be
Council.
two training seminars at the start of
Elected GPA helpers of their par- each semester which are directed
ticular greek chapter will be trained by a campus prnfes~ion~\ t aJ1d ,a.,
to assist the memberi; of their Gha~- ; guidance counselor. The GPA will
ter's fraternity O~ sorority." , - ..- - -; - .-al~o eO-SP,<lnSef campus- actiyities- - -TrruRtllg will focus,.on adaressing • suclf as "Alcohol Awareness 'Week,
such issues as AIDS awareness, Drug Awareness Week and Critical
stress counseling, eating disorders, Issues Week which educates not
substance abuse, date rape, racism only greeks, but the entire campus
and other events that may affect a as well.

PRICED TO MOVE
EIU DORM FRIDGES
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Old Style Pitchers

$2.75
Our kitchen is now
open

$21 till May '93

SERVING PIZZA

345-7083

Free Delivery

ALTERNATIVE
ROCK

NITE!
$1.50 long Island
.75( Draft
Come listen to the sounds
of Lolapaloza!
At

GANDOLFI
CHIROPRACTIC
In Charleston

EVEKYTHING'S FREE
After eight years of providing Eastern Students with quality
chiropractic care, we are welcoming the students back to school.
To welcome you back we are offering to perform our services on
you first visit absolutely free with ttiis certificate!
This includes consultation, examination, treatment, and X-rays
if indicated. Call NOW to schedule your appointment.
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2115 18th St. Call 345-4065
*New Patients only, Certificate must be presented
on 1st visit
Expires Sept. 30, 1992

BE A PART OF THE HEAR.TLAND!
Heartland Magazine is a general-interest Magazine featuring
the people the places of east central Illinois. It is published two to

three times a year by the Journalism Department at Eastern
Illinois University Charleston, with stories and photographs
produced by our students.
·

Positions open for:

Feature Writers
Photographers
Graphic Designers

There will. be a meeting on Wednesday, September 23 in The Mac Lab
of Buzzard Building.

For more information call Sue Rzepk~ 581-281
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amal to perform -Wednesday
ELIZABETH RAICHLE
The University Board will prent comedian A.J. Jamal at 8
..m. Wednesday in the Rathskel:r, located in the Martin Luther
·ng Jr. University Union.
"Jamal was born to make peo1le laugh," Director of Student
'airs Cecelia Brinker said. "He
definitely a person students will
.t to see."
Jamal is famous for his appear1ces on Showtime, MTV and the
E Network. He has opened for
usicians such as Kenny
1ggins; Cher, The Temptations
1d Diana Ross. Jamal has also
1ppeared on the Arsenio Hall
,bow and Showtime at the

enate to vote
n extended
ibrary hours
By SUSAN KIEL
itudent government editor

Student Senate will discuss a
solution concerning library
hours Wednesday at 7 p.m. in
e Arcola/Tuscola Room of
~the Martin Luther King Jr.
[University Union.
"We will be discussing and
oting on a resolution to
xtend library hours," said
.uke Neumann, speaker of the
:nate.
Senate will also be disussing plans to organize a
,tudent Government service
1roject in coordination with
1er student organizations.
"We will be trying to get
:her student, organizations to
in in an effort to clean up
'harleston," Neumann said.
'e want to start on campus
1d walk to the square, picking
trash on Saturday morning."
Neumann made a permanent
ange in the agenda that will
.e effect Wednesday. Com.ittee reports, which are part
1f every meeting will now be
:companied by discussion.
"I changed it because I want
try and increase discussion
ong senate members about
hat senate is working on,"
eumann said. "I want to
1courage feedback from sene members on senate pro-

AJ.Jamal
Apollo.
"Right now A.J. is currently on
a college tour which will take him
on 35 campuses across the coun-

try," Jim Lentz, Jamal's agent
said. "A.J. is a veteran of college
performances. As a matter of fact,
he is nominated for the NACA .
(National Association of Campus
Activities) Comedy Entertainer of
the Year award."
Jamal is known for quick wit
and high energy performances.
His style is snappy and lighthearted.
Jamal's comedy aims toward
the college audience. He is known
to be an extremely funny individual.
"His act centers around relating
stories of (college) life as he sees
it," Lentz said.
Tickets are $1 for students
with valid ID and $3 for the general public.
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$250 Pitchers

$1 Lg. Drafts

(Lite & MGD)

$1 25 Amaretto Drinks

* FREE ! HOT SPICY BBQ'S *
Try Mom's on Wednesday!
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Spring preregistration
will begin October 12
Registration for the upcoming
spring semester will begin on
Oct.12.
Although the final day of registration to avoid the late fee of
$25 will be December IO, students may register until Jan. 15.
Michael D. Taylor, director of
registration, suggests students
begin making appointments with
their counselors to discuss courses for the spring semester as
soon as possible.
The hours of operation for

the phone registration lines are
Monday t;hrough Thursday from
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and 6:30 p.m.
to 10 p.m., Friday from 8 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. and 6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m.
and Saturday from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m.
Taylor added the advance
deposit of $100 required prior to
registration may be paid at the
Cashier's Office located in the
back of Old Main.

_Staff report

Students discussed difficulties
at International Tea Tuesday
By MEGAN CURTIS
Staff writer

Foreign students discussed
some difficulties they have
encountered while living in the
United States at the International
Tea, which was held at the International House south of Carman
Hall on Tuesday.
The Tea is an informal gathering of international students from
countries such as Zimbabwe,
Gerqiany, South Africa and
China. It is held every month and
provides foreign students with an
opportunity to meet and socialize
with other Eastern students.
Some of the foreign students
said outside of social functions
like the Tea, it is hard to make
friends because of language diffi-

culties. A student from Germany
mentioned she had to spend more
time on her studies than her
social life because it takes her up
to as many as four hours to read
something that would take an
American student an hour to
read.
Mogege Mosimege, a graduate
student from South Africa, cited
another problem when he said
that "transport to Mattoon" or
nearby shopping centers was
especially difficult for foreign
students who often have no way
to pay for the upkeep of a car.
Lou Hencken, acting vice president for student affairs, gave a
brief speech summarizing the
history of international students
and said Eastern is always "looking for more (foreign students)."
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Double Pizza Days!!!
2 smalls for only $6.98
2 mediums for only $9.98
2 larges for only $12.98

: :Fast; :Jfr.ee ·f).~-j~~~~;';/;.:i.
Hours
Mon - Thurs .................. .4 pm - 2 am
Fri. ................................ .4 pm - 2:30 am
Saturday....................... 11 am - 2:30 am
Sunday.......................... 11 am - 2 am
I~

Tor;~!:t~~~!om T

ALPHA ·PHI
would like to congratulate those who have achieved
academic excellence for Spring Semester 1 992
~

Susanne Weise
Amy Carter
Kristy Hohulin ·
Carey Mccaleb

Amy Althardt
Sue Banahan
Jodi Brant
Claudine Brawthen
Rebecca Bushong
Anne Byrkit
Jennifer Codell
Kari Dabrowski
Kara Driscoll

3.5-3.99
Kathy McCauley
Jennifer Onken
Amy Paul
Allison Rice
3.0-3.49

Cara Erck
Janet Eardman
Alexis Genetski
Amy Gossett
Mary Hagaman
Tamee Hussar
Tonya Kreke
Jennifer Ludwig
Sanna Mack

Amy Schleuter
Kelly Sopher
Tracey Weller

Kerri Maddox
Michelle Manning
Tracy McArthur
Kelly McKeown
Colleen Murphy
Becky Oppe
Mary Pearse
Jeannie Peipert
Siri Peterson

Jordana Rabin
Ellen Schovanec
Kim Shaw
JeFlnifer Sherrin
Bridget Solon
Soraya Taheri
Kristi Vilet
Shannon Willen
Lara Zerante

,I
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Welcome back
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Faculty favorite Timothy P returns
By CHRIS SEPER
Staff editor
A long-time Eastern faculty
favorite will return Wednesday
night, bringing its revamped
country sound back to the
Charleston masses.
Timothy P and Rural Route
Three, who have entertained Eastern for more than 20 years, will
take center stage at 9:30 p.m. at
Ted's Warehouse, 102 N. Sixth St.
While not the most popular tavern band with Eastern 's 10,000
students, the return of Timothy P
and his troupe of pickers and grinners have many faculty welcoming their return.
"They're pretty funny," said
Harold Nordin, a professor of
economics and Timothy P fan.
"They've got a lot of talent,
Timmy does. He puts on quite a
show. He has audience participation and sing-alongs and people
go out and dance. A lot of faculty
members go to see them."
"I love them," said Tom Scism,
political science professor. "The
first time I saw them was in 1971

or72."
An Illinois-based band, vocalist
Timothy P. Irvin leads band members Bruce Horn (bass guitar),
Jerry "Muttonhead" Erickson
(lead guitar), Ed Dingledine (keyboards) and Todd Lahey (drums)
in combining their brand of country mhsic with impressions,
between-song jokes and table talk
with the crowd.
Ted's owner, Ted Bertuca, said
the band has had such a big draw
at Eastern that even Dan Marvin,
a former president of Eastern,
could be seen every time the
group performed.
"Timothy P is a showman ,"
Scism said. "He's good with patterns and talking between songs.
He's got a good voice and has a
good mix of novelty things with
serious ballads. His voice can
carry a ballad real well too."
The band has appeared in the
movie "Every Which Way But
Loose" and as an opening act for
groups such as Alabama: Ronnie
Milsap, The Oak Ridge Boys and
Commander Cody, as well as on
television shows like "Country

He puts on quite a
show. He has audience participation
and sing-alongs and
people go out and
dance.
Harold Nordin
Economics professor

Delta Tau Delta fraternity will be sponsoring a
fundraiser for the Charleston Park and Recreation
department on Saturday.
The Big Wheels race will be Delta Tau Delta's
second fundraiser for the city of Charleston. This
year's proceeds will go towards new batting cages
r99i&P1in.~filS.r$.<c\{f<?1W_.ll5·~w~ •
, . ,.,
The
q1ce wil/r·begin
at 11,
a,m. in front of My
I f '".Jf'
J)1J,.1 'fli' .../'f I ~
· '1
£\J. / '"
Place Lounge, 727 Seventh :st. Teams of four will
be competing on a co-ed basis.
"Last year we had 20 male and female teams
and raised $500," said Todd Berner, coordinator of
fundraising. "This year we're projecting a turnout
f·

q·
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Michelle Acaley
Danielle Aguirre
Kristin Bellatti
Brenda Broniec
Nicole Calcagno
Leah Carlini
Jennifer Celestino
Rachelle Chevalier
Heather Close
Kelly Conlon
Missy Croland
Tracy Foster
Lisa Fragassi
Kristen Garrett
Brandie Greco
Lynne Hansen
Nicole Haskett
Lori Huber
Karen Jones
Michelle Kunkle
Tori Middleton

Phone 345-4269
Tues. -Thurs. 9a.m. -7p.m.
Wed.-Fri. 9a.m.-5p.m.
Sat. 8a.m.-2p.m.

To Us for:

EIU Vision Values
FREE EXAM!

Music Hall," "The Music Makers" and "Denver Now."
While the crowd at Ted's
Warehouse will be of an older
variety Wednesday night, Nordin
said he felt the students should
expect a good time.
"The students, they enjoy him
too," Nordin said. "He's quite
funny and puts on a show along
with music."

Big wheels race will be Saturday
By ELIZABEH RAICHLE
Activities editor

1113 Lincoln
Charleston IL.
Men's Haircuts $850
Women's Haircut $1000

of 25 male teams and 25 female teams."
Delta Tau Delta's first Big Wheel fundraiser,
held last year, brought in more than 500 people
who either participated or observed the event.
"A lot of 21-41 year olds were riding down the
hill and it was very funny to watch," Bemer said.
Those who attend Saturday's race may even be
surprised at one of the contestants.
"The mayor didn't want to participate last year,
btft no'f he has been challenged to a race," Berner
said.
"Lost Luggage" will perform at My Place
Lounge after the races. Food, prizes and drinks
will be available.
Registration forms are available at IKES. Entry
fee for participating teams is $20.

Just briqr u1 your Do<ior'1 preacription
and your icceipt, or get your Exam here.
We'll deduct up to $SO from your total
purchaoc of one pair of gluaco.

$109
t/ Contacts,
t/ Glasses &
t/ Exam

Our VISION CARE
PROGRAM.

**BONUS!!**
First Replacement
Lens FREE

COMPLETE!

(excludes specialty lenses)

Call for details.

- FREE
GLASSES!
Buy one poir of gla111e1 It ouricgular low
price and chooec a FREE poir from a
fuhiomblc ..Section of fnunco.

••

Congratulations to the 1992
"CHI" New Members of

Marcy Windsor

Only$20

904 E. Lincoln
2 Blocks East of
OLD MAIN

Samantha Musial
Lara McCluskey
Amy Nevius
Amy Niven
Jennifer.Parker
Jennifer Parrish
Annjanette Paul
Jennifer Phillips
Kara Phillips
Randee Price
Lori Reeves
Tracey Sargent
Maureen Shereck
Becki Siltman
Jayme Sitzes
April Smidl
Stephanie Sullivan
Liz Tweitmeyer
Jeni Vanleishout
Joy Walte!
Karie Weinstock
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armers have higher cancer risks
NEW YORK (AP) - Farmers
1ve elevated risks of several
s of deadly cancer, possibly
:ause of exposure to pesticides,
ational Cancer Institute study
'S.

e study is of particular conbecause the cancers that are
:vated in farmers are now on
rise in the rest of the popula' said Aaron Blair, the study's
1cipal author.
)though the study was not
·1gned to identify the causes of
elevated cancer risks, pestis are one likely suspect, Blair
Tuesday. They may be inter-

ioctors dort~t
,ay long
rural areas
.•.

: :.'

·:.

'H.

HlCAGO (AP) - Almost
of 10 primary care physis who work in tural areas
'repay the federal govem:nt for medical scholarships
e their practices after their
igations end, a new study
:gests.
.t indicates the $100 milNational Health Service
S is failing in a main goal
increase the number of
tors in areas desperately
ing them, authors.said.
y contrast, four of every
primary care physicians
in the corps who practiced
1e same or similar settings
put, said the report in
nesday's Journal of the
rican Medical Associa1

he corps has always
ged about"a ~ 40 percent
tion rate, but everyone
always grumbled that
8 doctors seem to leave
iately or over the next
after their obligation is
lete,,. said the lead re:cher, Dr. Donald E.
an, a clinical assistant
sor of family medtcine
:e University of North
':na, ChapelHill.

1

1

-

f ering with the body's immune
system, allowing tumors to gain a
toehold and begin to grow, he
said.
"Pesticides affect the immune
system in a number of animals,"
he explained. "These aren't hard
links, you understand, but it's
more of a suggestion of one of
the things that might be going

F. Fraumeni Jr., found that farm-

ers had increased rates of
Hodgkin's disease, multiple
myeloma, leukemia, melanoma
and cancers of the lip, stomach
and prostate.
The melanoma and lip cancers
are probably due to farmers'
exposure to ultraviolet radiation
in sunlight, Blair said.
He said pesticides are a likely
cause of some of the other cancers, but not the whole cause.
Other possible causes are fertilizer in drinking water; fuels and
oils; fumigants; and animal cancer viruses, he said.

Perot may rejoin campaign
DALLAS (AP) - Ross Perot
said Tuesday he "made a mistake" in dropping his independent
presidential challenge, delivering
yet another broad hint that he may
engage in active campaigning in
the final weeks of the race.
The Texas businessman, who is
on the ballot in all 50 states, com-plained that neither President
Bush nor Democratic nominee
Bill Clinton had offered serious
proposals to deal with the nation's
budget deficit.
Former media adviser Jim

Squires said Perot had no illusions of winning such a race, but
that he might begin running ads
and making speeches in states like
Texas and Florida, where he could
affect the outcome. Those two
states account for 57 of the 270
electoral votes needed to win the
White House.
Mainly, "This is an invitation to
Bill Clinton to put a serious economic proposal on the table,"
Squires said.
He suggested that Perot might
begin engaging in campaign-relat-

ed activity around Oct. 1 if neither Clinton nor Bush takes him
up on his request that they pay
more attention to economic
issues.
Interviewed on "CBS This
Morning," Perot said he thought
when he abandoned the race in
July that the major parties would
more directly address economic
issues that worry him and his supporters.
"In retrospect, I think I made a
mistake because they really didn't
face the issues," Perot said.

Cable TV bill passes Senate;
Congress could override veto
WASHINGTON (AP) -The Senate voted 74-25
on Tuesday to regulate cable television, sending a
bill to the White House that responds to consumer
complaints about rapid price increases by cable
operators.
President Bush has threatened to veto the m_easure, saying it would impose "burdensome" regulations on the industry that would be harmful to
consumers. Both the Senate vote and a 280-128
tally in the House last week, however, suggested
supporters might have enough strength to override
a veto.
"We're still going to veto it," White House
spokeswoman Judy Smith said. President Bush
was on the campaign trail in Texas.
The measure requires the Federal Communications Commission to determine reasonable rates

for minimal cable service and restrict costs on the
equipment consumers need to operate cable television, like remote control devices.
It also contains provisions designed to enhance
competition in local commun_ities betwee!}, e,xist~.
ing cable companies and others that could provide
a similar kind of expanded television programming.
Bush has vetoed 31 bills to date, and all of them
have been sustained, despite Democratic majorities in both houses.
·
The strength of the vote, seven more than needed to override a veto, shows the Senate can still
do its part to make the bill law despite the president.
Voting for the legislation were 50 Democrats
and 24 Republicans.
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Not All Large Pizzas are 1611 ••• Like Ours.
Not All Medium Pizzas are 1411 ••• Like Ours.
Not All Small Pizzqs are 1211 ••• Like Ours.

AND

RURAL
ROUTE 3"
One Night Only!
On tour from
enver, Colorado
The band that
played in
.very Which Way
But Loose"
with
layor" Clint Eastwood

ecent Opening
Act for
and

ICKY SCAGGS
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--------------------------------(

SMALL (12") )

(

MEDIUM (14") )

:

(

LARGE (16") )

:

THIN CRUST
T_HIN CRUST .: THIN CRUST :
CHEESE PIZZA CHEESE PIZZA : CHEESE PIZZA

S3.99~ S4.99~ ! SS.99~
Each additional topping 60¢

Each addltlonartopplng 91¢

Each additional topping $1.11

onlcal~
pizza

Charleston ~nlcal's
909 1eth Street
=ij
909 18th street
=ij
II 909 18th
street
=ij
348-7515 ~
348-7515 ~
1348-7515 ~
I
Good thru 9/27/92.
Good thru °1w27/92.
Good thru 9/27/92.
I
Please present coupon when paying.
Please present coupon when paying.
Please present coupon when paying.
I
I
Carry-Out or Delivery!
I
a a 1 a a s:sa as c;ua
I

pizza

LAB AMA

WASHINGTON (AP) - More
prisoners likely will be put to
death in the United States this
year than in any year since states
were allowed to resume capital
punishment in 1976. The execution of a Texas murderer Tuesday raised this year's total to 25,
tying the previous high set in
1987. Texas death row inmate James
Demouchette was killed by
lethal injection Tuesday for two
1976 murders in Houston. His
was the 10th execution in Texas
this year.
There have been three .executions in Virginia this year; no
other state has had more than
two.
"It's a sad statistic. Every exe- ·
cution is a defeat for us," said
Leigh Dingerson of the National
Coalition to Abolish the Death
Penalty. "The system is still
cranking, and we need to stop
it." More than 2,600 men and
women are on death rows across
the nation; dozens of them have
executions scheduled in the
remaining three months of 1992.
Many are likely to win postponements, however.
Dingerson predicted a growing number of executions in
future years.
"More death row prisoners are
exhausting their appeals, and it's
also very clear there's a new
mood in federal and state courts
that is much less -tolerant of
death row appeals," she said.
Those factors will cause "a
slight rise in the yearly totals,"
Dingers0n said',caddirrg ;i!+f •cf6tr"t•
relieve 'there Wm'~ aR11u<1lien
release of the floodgates. There
are many complex factors that go I
into the pace of executions." The
Supreme Court in 1972 ruled
that capital punishment as then
practiced was unconstitutional.
States subsequently passed new
laws and in 1976 the court ruled
that the death penalty could,
under certain guidelines, be constitutional.

<...

NOT ALL PIZZAS
'. ARE CREATED EQUAL!

Wed., Sept. 23

DMISSION $2.50
ET IN FOR $2.00
FROM 8-10 P.M.
W/COUPON

on." And pesticide use has now
spread to urban and suburban
areas, perhaps explaining the
more recent rise in these same
cancers in non-farmers, Blair
said.
John McCarthy, vice-president
for science of the National
Agricultural Chemicals Association in Washington, said: "If
you add up all the evidence, we
don't believe there's a cancerpesticide association from proper
use. But if there are better studies
to be done to clarify that, let's do
them." Blair and his cancer institute colleagues, including Joseph

Execution
record likely
to be s,et

--

Charleston

onfcal's
pizza

Charleston

--

,.
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The Daily Eastern News

cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report errors
immediately at 581-2812.
A corrected ad will appear
in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear In the
next day's publication.
Any ads processed ArrER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following days newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled after the 2 p.m.
deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News

assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

DIRECTORY
SERVICES Om.RED
TRAVEL
TRAINING/ScHOOLS
HELP WANTED
WANTED
ADOMlON
RIDES/RIDERS
ROOMMATES
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
LOST &. FOUND
ANNOUNCEMENTS

The
Daily

PROFESSIONAL
PACKAGES. YOU CHOOSE
DESIGN, TYPESTYLE AND
PAPER . PATTON PRINTING,
418
W.
LINCOLN,
CHARLESTON. 345-6331.
-,,--,~-~~~co--~12/11
CASH FOR GOLD-DIAMONDSGUNS-TV-VCRS-MOST ANYTHING OF VALUE. ALSO GLEASON 'S COMPUTER SHOP,
NEW AND USED COMPUTER
SYSTEMS, ACCESSORIES AND
SOFTWARE. BUY, SELL AND
TRADE. UPTOWN ON SQUARE,
WEST SIDE. 348-1011. PAWN
SHOP
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/11
T's Expert Keys. Typing. Free
pick-up
and
delivery in
Charleston. Same day service
available. Call 348-0627
~--------9/25
TAP DANCE: Advanced class
345-7182. JACQUELINE BENNETT DANCE CENTER
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 9/23
Need a paper typed? Call Carla at
581-3068. Charge-$1 per page.
~---------9/25
Child care offered in my home or
yours. Alternate hours during the
day & evening. Call Jennifer
Trenkler. 581-5030.

Spring Break '93 Panama City
Beach, Florida Sales Representative needed to work with the #1
Spring Break Team. TRAVEL
ASSOCIATES AND TOUR
EXCEL. Sell the BEST properties
on the beach. SUMMIT CONDOM 1NI UMS, MIRCALE BEACH
RESORT, HOLIDAY INN, PIER
99. Earn top commission and free
trips. For more information call:
Julie at 1-800-558-3002. ,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ca9/22,28
BARTENDERS WANTED $10
per hour. Apply at Panthers
Lounge tonight 7-10 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _9/23

CLASSIFIED AD FORM
~

Address: _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __
Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _Students 0 Yes O No
Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Ad to read:

1 Dolls' sou·nds
6 Famous seven
10 Kind of test
14Cremona
artisan
15 Lhasa cleric
16 City in Bergen
County, N .J .
17 Panamanian
city
18Jot
19 Chickpea, e.g .
20Avocado
23 Like Willie
Winkie
24Level
25 Attu natives
28limaMme.

29 Washington's bill
30 Con's opposite
31 Impulse
34 Short distance
37 Provide meals
39Ga.
thoroughfare
42 Zit1 or orzo
43 Foot part
44 Tots
45 Modern bus.
need
46 Tuck 's partner
48 Shade tree
50 Put more powder
into a musket
52 Norman town
54 Bait. or N.Y.C.
57 Flatterer or
sycophant

Person accepting ad _ _ ___Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days"_ _ _ _ __ Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
Payment:

0 Credit

Check number
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day "
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS

The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

DELTA SIGMA THETA will have an informational rush at 6
Wednesday at the Afro-American Cultural Center. Business a
please!
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have Bible study and
lowship at 7 p.m. Wednesday in C.C.H. located South of La
Hall. Call 345-6990 for rides or info. Everyone is welcome!
PRSSA (PUBLIC RELATIONS Student Society of America
have a meeting- professional panel at 6 p.m. Wednesday in
zard Building room 207. Learn about what employers look for in
interview, resumes , internship.
NATIONAL TREE SOCIETY will have a meeting at 6:30 p
Wednesday in the Charleston Public Library. Nut gathering,
raising efforts are on the agenda. Call 345-2097 for more info.
SHEA: HOSPITALITY, DIETETICS Foods, Nutrition and C
sumer Affairs will have a meeting 'at 5:30 p.m. Wednesday in
Kiehm Hall. Speaker will be Mary Toosi, owner of Taco Time.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will have a business meeting at
p.m. Wednesday in Life Science room 301.
BACCHUS Will HAVE a meeting at 6:30 p.m. Wednesday in
Kansas room of the Union. New member always welcome!
ZOOLOGY CLUB Will have a meeting at 7 p.m. Wedne
Life Science room 201. Paul Brewer, a day in the life of a di
wildlife biologist.
UNIVERSITY DEMOCRATS Will have a meeting at 5:30
Wednesday in 228 C.H. The guest speaker is Carolyn Br
Hodge, candidate for state representative. Everyone is welco
WESLEY FOUNDATION WILL have "For New Student Only"
p.m. Wednesday at Wesley Foundation Student Center. All fr
men and transfer students are welcome to this time of socializ
and support. We-meet at 7 p.m. at the Wesley Foundation S
Center across from Lawson Hall. For more info., call 348-8191.
WESLEY FOUNDATION WILL prayer/communion at 9 p.m.
p.m. at Wesley Unitea Methodist Cht.1rch Chapel. Everyone is
come to these half-hour services. For more into,, please~
8191. We meet on Wednesdays.
STUDENT GOVERNMENT WILL have campus-wide voter r
!rations from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Wednesday on the North Q
South Quad, Library Quad. Photo identification and 1 form
w/current address is required, (i .e.- phone bill , EIU ID, dri
license, etc.
AFRO-AMERICAN CULTURAL Center will have the first
:10use from 1O a.m. to 3 p.m. Sept. 30.
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA Sorority, Inc. will have the 2nd a
Masculine Male Contest Oct. 21 in the Rathskeller. We are I
for male contestants. For more info: call Tonya 348-0240.
PHI ALPHA THETA will have an organizational meeting at
p.m. Wednesday in Coleman Hall. All students interested in·
the history club is welcome.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will be working on the
Wednesday form 6-9 p.m. Take a break for an hour and co
down to 9th and Lincoln!
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have mass Wednesday
p.m. at the Newman Catholic Center (9th and Lincoln). Soci
lowing.

60 Sic1!1an resort

62 Dash
63 Naturalist Edwin
Way ··---64 One of Alcott's
"Little Women"
65 Astronaut Sally
66 Everglades bird
67 Decorative knob
68 Prophet
69 Lassos

2'

3

4

5

14

20

23

39

DOWN

1 Large parrot
2 Soap plant
3 French film
director
4 Thine, in Aries
5 Nobelist Isaac
Bashevis - -.
6 Blackboard
1 Industrialist
Cyrus --&Cupid
9 Small Chinese
boat
jO Water plants
: 11 Made venal
a.::.J.:::..&-:::..4 ; 12 Mrs. Cantor
· 13 Dull, as a light
-"-l~.....,1--4 21 Halt! , at sea
22 Choose
26 Cornered
27 Kinds
28 Religious
denomination
Z90il gp.
11 Word with crust
or hand

Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

0 Check

Microwave ovens for rent $59 for
9 months plus $10 deposit. Apartment Rentals 820 Lincoln St.
phone 348-7746.
77'==-c-=:c-:=-=~~ 12/11
QUIET 1-BR APT, FURNISHED.
UTILITIES PAID. FOR 1 OR 2.
CALL 345-4336 AFTER 5 PM
,-,---~----~~9/25
Male subleaser needed for S '93.
Close to Campus. Heat Paid for.
Call after 6. Ask for Todd. 3481461
- - - . , , . . - - - - - - 1 0/2

MALE ROOMMATE SHARE TWO
BEDROOM. FULLY FURNISHED
APT. SPRING '93 ONLY. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 345-6098.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 10/2

Under Classification of: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

0 Cash

Did you know there's a $55 round
trip flight to Chicago from the
local airport? Coles County
Memorial Airport, located on highway 16 between Charleston and
Mattoon, has 3 flights per day
to/from Chicago's Midway Airport.
Call 1-800-428-0706 and tell
them you're an EIU studenVfaculty.

ADOPTION: Loving couple
unable to have baby wants to give
infant all advantages of a loving,
financially secure home. We'll pay
expenses. Legal, confidential. Call
collect (717) 569-2944.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/16
Pregnant? Happily married, well
educated couple would like to
adopt an infant. We can give your
child the kind of home .you would
want-love, support, security, and an
education. Legal and medical fees
paid. Call collect (815) 844-3309.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/30

ACROSS

Eastern News

Name: _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

WOW! RAISE $500-1000 IN JUST
ONE WEEK! For your frat, sorority,
club, etc. Assist Marketing firm running fun event on campus for Fortune 500 companies. FREE HEADPHONE RADIO just for calling 1800-950-1037, ext. 25.
_ _ca8/25,26, 9/14, 15,22,23
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-fisheries. Earn $600+/
week in canneries or $4,000+/
month on fishing boats. Free
transportation! Room & Board!
Over 8,000 openings. MALE or
FEMALE. For employment program call 1-206-545-4155 ext.
A5738
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/25
Church childcare attendant needed. Sunday mornings and Wednesday afternoons/evenings. $5/hour.
Please call for interview. 235-5676.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/25
Knowledgeable male student
needed to assist with electric
fencing. Hours flexible. 345-4600.
Ask for Ira.

42

45

64
67

32 Peg
Woffington's
creator
33 Rue relatives
35 Stumble
36 Yet, to Yeats
38 Saroyan hero
40 Medieval goblet
41 Prepare peas
47 Flaneurs
49 Emulate 47
Down

51 Colorful fish
52 Fictional
detective
53 A facial cleanser
54 Becky
.
Thackeray m inx
55 Martinique
volcano

56Weight
allowances
sa Nobelist Wi
59 Utah's lily
60Wane
61 Modernist

P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

Mysteries
Haunted Lives
Mad About You
Law and Order 48 Hours

Seinfeld

News
Jay Leno

News
M•A•s•H

Wonder Years
Doogie Howser
Home lmprov.
Coach
Civil Wars
News
Love Conn.
qualizer

Checkered Flag Murder, She
Wrote
Baseball
Movie: Sunstroke

SportsCenter

New Mike
Hammer

Movie:
Welcome
Home

American
Experience

News
Night Court
Street Justice
Kojak

Fortunes of
War
Being Served?

LA Law

Movie: God Bless
the Children

Beverley Hills
90210
Rock the Vote

Wings
Lady of the
Spiders
Challenge

Star Trek
Free To Laugh

WKRP
. · Arsenic
Gary handling

Chronicles
Firepower
Star Trek

Disney
Little House
the Prairie
Combat
Mr. and Mr. North
Movie:

Movie

WEDNES
D.A.Y
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Student Publications
1985 Doge Omni. Auto, 4 door,
white. $800.00 OBO. Call (217)
849-2581.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/1
PET SNAKE Red Tail Boa S
Python BO Will Deliver. $1,967.
5318 Jay.
-,.-,,,.,.-.,,--,---=-c=~,--,..,=-12111
1978 Dodge DIPLOMAT, Great
Condition, Good gas mileage. No
rush on body. 345-7619.
------,-----9/25
Washer/dryer $100 OBO. Full
mattress/springs $50 OBO. 3455749.
.,.-,...,,..,,..-,,...-...,...,.-=--,-=-=--9/23
1985 Ford/LTD 4 DR automatic,
good condition, runs greatly. Only
$1080 now. Call 581-2530 after
5:30
.

4 Cutlass Cierra, 53,000
, 2DR, blue, loaded, $4,500
61.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12111
· Honda Hawk, CB400. $450
. Great condition. Call 348~--,---,,-,,,.-..,,---,--..,,....,..-12111

·sale '85 Dodge Colt/creme
1ap transportation-Good Conllon ! $1200. obo 348-7864
·:ta.

~-,..,...---,------,--,-.,,--,..,.-12111 -

(Just Spence's) Resale 1148 6th
St.· Open Tues.-Sat. 1-5. Current
and 60s 70s style clothing. Where
shopping is an adventure.
~--,--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/24
NEW BULBS. Most Intense Bulbs
Wolff makes. Call 348-0357-4
p .m . to 9p.m . For a Jamaican
Tan. 10 Sessions $23.00. Call us
for Tee-Shirts for organizations or
clubs. GREAT PRICES.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 9/28
BARTENDERS WANTED. $10
per hr. Apply at Panther Lounge
tonight 7-10 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/23
Warbler Yearbook Portraits will
be taken Sept. 22-25 & Sept. 2830 in the University Union Neoga
Room and Oct. 1 & 2 in Stevenson Hall Basement. Walk-ins will
be accepted. Portrait packages
available.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _9/25
Alpha Phi's get psyched for NEW
MEMBER RETREAT this weekend. I can't wait!! PIPE

,,.,,.---.,.--=..,..---=.,..--,-~9/28
Mountain Bike (New) $89.50;
Schwinn, Rear Fold Basket,
$84.50. 345-7619

ldside cabinets $10.00 each.
Jeff at 345-3866.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12111
Pontiac TransAm 15th
•ersary limited edition, t-tops,
condition, 3,000 obo. 347after 5:30
~-,.---,--~.,,---.12111
·eo & speakers-$60 . b-ball
1/backboard-$30. Over-under
ier/dryer-$75. 1Oa-2p. 345-

~-~~--~-~~9/23

JEN JAMES OF DELTA DETA
Congratulations on getting lavaliered to Dave. Its about time! We
are very happy for you! DZ love,
Your Roomies
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/23
Dana, Anne, Katie, You guys are
the best. Almost 8 years! Let's go
out on the balcony and bond!! By
the way, Who's who in 19? Love,
Jackie
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/23
Cortney, Your the Best Kid a
mom could have! Have a great
weekend. Love, Jessica
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/23
Big Wheels Teams- Enter your
team at IKE's or call 348-5404.
Team Deadline Thurs. Sept. 24

LOST: AT PANTHER'S-MUSICAL MICKEY MOUSE WATCHREWARD $30.00. IF FOUND
CALL JILL 2628.
--------~9/23
LOST: Women's Gold Nugget
bracelet. At stu's or Stix on Saturday night. Reward . Call 5816822.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25

r=,-.,..--,,..,,.,,--,..,._.,.-.,,..12111
Tickets, $50; Alpine Car CD
1er, $190; Clarion Tape Deck,
>.Call 581 -6137
~
12111
NEAP! FBl/U.S. SEIZED 89
RCEDES, $200; 86 VW, $50;
MERCEDES, $100; 65 MUS, $50. FREE lnformation-24
r Hotline. 801-379 - 2929
•right #IL 14KJC
_ _ __ _ _ _ _11/24
1gle bed $100, Bar $125,
·igerator $150, New Chain
,$200. 348-1614.
l
9/23
PLYMOUTH GRAND FURY
1oor, 83,000 Actual Miles,
Dependable Transporta"$1650. Call Steve, Days
-6251, Evenings, 348-1657.

SEE YOUR FACE in the 1992
Warbler Yearbook. Portraits are
being taken Sept. 22-25 & Sept.
28-30 in the University Union
Neoga Room and Oct. 1 & 2 in
Stevenson Hall Basement. Walkins will be accepted.
9/25
PARTY
FAVORS ,
TEAM
SHIRTS,
GLASSWEAR,
PLEDGE SHIRTS, FUNCTION1=-o~-,-c-~-,----..,..-..,...9/30
SK HOMECOMING SUPPLIES,
FLOOR SHIRTS. CHECK OUT
""ENS' blk leather jacket sz
;_W~f!.S blue_);;.anja~ s~ _TOKENS NEW AND IMPROVED
. 348-8545" " ··
~1
FAVOR DEPARTMENT. ORDER
----~--12111
LOCALLY AND SAVE. CALL IRA
1ton/Gore & Carol Moseley
FOR DETAILS. 345-4600
1n Tee-shirts for $10.00 & up.
_ _ _ca9/1,4, 10, 15, 18,23,28,
30
ATTENTION HOMECOMING
11 /4
CHAIRS! THE DEADLINE FOR
L HONDA NX250 ENDURO ORDERING POMPS FROM
AP SPORTY TRANS TOKENS IS FRIDAY, SEPT. 25.
TATION 1,200 MILES. .CALL IRA AT 345-4600 FOR
:soo/OBO. CALL ANYTIM E
INFORMATION. GIGANTIC DIS·2675
COUNTS AS USUAL
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25
·1 Programmable Graphics
Hey. Everyone! Get your ·team
ready for BIG WHEELS race,
:ulator. Used one semester.
,,00 (217) 586-2676.
Saturday, September 26 at 11 :00
a.m. For info . or registration
b-cc---c=---=- -,-,.- -9/25
-y Mt. Bike. Brand New. Must forms call 348-5404 or 348-8222.
$250.00 O.B.O 581 -8100.
-----,---=-.,..-~~~9/25
PUT A SMILE ON SOMEONE'S
~-,-,--,..,,---,--=:-:--9/22
FACE-SEND A BALLOON! UP,
UP & AWAY BALLOONERY
1s. $750 new, will sell $42S
DELIVERS! 1503 ?TH ST. 345.a.48J.82o:......;.,__~--·L
_9.4q.2'.~. _ _ -t
.

~---,------~--9/24

s

1

1

t-121 1

I : ~ i·_ ·.'

"';{...~--r--+-- ~-~

1alvin and Hobbes·,:
4

c<f12r
•

~~....,.i

SHERRI PIWOWARCZYK : Hey
little sis! You're doing a great job
pledging! ASA love, Schmal
,.-..,..----,--,----,..,..---9/23
Lesley Ankrom: Your are THE
BEST mom I could have ever gotten! We have to set a date to go
out so give me a call. Love Ya!
Your Kid .
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/23
Congratulations to Lambda Chi
Alpha Brother of the Week: Mike
Shelton
_ __ _ _ _ __ _ _9/23
KARIE RICE-Congratulations on
your award for highest GPA and
for your scholarship. LOVE, Your
ESA Sisters
,,...-..,..--=c-- - - c -:-==-:-:--:-9/23
Becky Chesna of AST-You're an
AWESOME Iii' sis and a great
asset to our house. Love Missy
--------,--~~~9/23
BRIDG ET: YOUR COCKTAIL
PARTY WAS A HUGE SUCCESS . LOVED THE BLUE
DRESS! A-PHI LOVE, STICK
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.9/23
TRACI BR INKMAN : You are an
awesome kid! W e have to go
out soon! Alpha Garn Love, Jennie

·,a~

!

1

) .. _ ·- .__
?•\9

:~~-.;8

Come check it out!
For more information
call 581-2816 .

o!~;

----=-----=--=-~9/23

To the Ladies of ALPHA PHI :
Congratulations on winning Derby
Days! You guys worked hard and
it showed! Love, The Ladies of
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/23
To the Men of SIGMA CHI :
THANKS for a great week!! Love,
The Women of ASA

-~---=--~~--9/23

DAVE VISKA. This one we
expected , Congratulations on
lavaliering Jen James of Delta
Zeta. Your PIKE brothers are
Happy for you!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/23
Chris Jones of Delta Tau Delta,
congratulations on going active!
Love, The Alpha Phi 9th St.
house girls.
9/23
-=-sA.,-l"'G_,,0-.,-N,: ...,,c_,,o-.,-N'""G"'R'""A-=T=-s-co~N-,-,GETTING LAMINATED! LOVE, #1 AG SIS.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/23
SHARON BONE: I am so proud
to have you as my KID. Hope you
had a blast at barn dance! LOVE
in Alpha Garn-Megan
"
• 9/23
Rachel Garret-Get psyched for a
great year! Luv, your AGO Special Sis-Megan
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/23
SAMS Meeting Tonight. 6:30
Union Walkway.
-------~-9/23
Michelle Meyers of AST: You're
the best little sis. Hang in there.
TAU love, LARA.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/23
Erik. Happy 8 months sweetheart.
I love you more each month ,
each week, each day. Michelle.
9/23
-.,C~
O~
N~
G~R~A~
T,U,-L~
A-=
T~
IO
~N
-.,-s
=---cu· SA
PLESE, STACY SAYLES, AN D
SHELLY WHITE OF TRI-SIGMA
ON BEING ACCEPTED INTO
THE HONORARY ORDER OF
OMEGA! SIGMA LOVE , YOUR
SISTERS.
_ _ _ __ _ ___9/23

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __
City:

by Bill. Watt~rson;;
I Tul!{K ti\0\1'\

lt.fil~~

IN S\-\0\ P\.J\ K't.R
JU!'l\OR '(EAR .

~

\

J;

~

a:

State: _ _ Zip: _ _ __

--

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date:

New:

Renew: _ __

LENGTH OF SUBSCRIPTION:
Summer _ _Fall _ _Spring _ _Full Year _ _
$16

$32

$32

Amount Paid $ _ __

$60

Cash _ _Check_ _

Make checks payable to:

Student Publications
127 Buzzard Building
Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, IL 61920

CHANGE OF ADDRESS:
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State: _ _ Zip: _

City:

_

_

Phone: _ _ __ _ _ __ __

9/23

t· ·t;r'd~.)~!°::

Eastern News

Subscription Form

-------=~~--9/23

To the Men of S IGMA CHI :
Thanks for a great week! It was
an honor to be your Derby Darling! Love, Gail

- - -~

~

is now offering a
RESUME SERVICE
to the Faculty, Staff
and Students of EIU.

Jen James, Congratulations on
getting lavaliered to Dave Viska
of Pi Kappa Alpha. Love, Jen
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/23
Jenny, Congratulations on Order
of Omega. You are a valuable
asset to Delta Zeta. You are a
great girlfriend and my best
friend. Love, Joe
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/23
Debbi Smith-Thanks for the dinner! You 're the best man . Get
ready for pizza! ESA Love ,
Cyndi
·
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/23
KJ-Thanks for everything! You're
the best mom a kid could ask for!
ESA Love and mine, Carrie
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/23
Melanie , You're the best ESA
mom I could ever hope for .
Heather

-------

'

'SELL SHORT
SA VE LONG··~ ·

_,

It's the 1 -for $1 deal!
The Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00

I~~

----

\Ql&M, • . , ,

onesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
Q ... ~~

UT'5 §tC... /r I RC.AC>
WO WJ6tS AN HOUR
ANflI Fc.aJ? ~ON~
HOU!?., 7HAT~I
tUCVW ReA/?... UM...

*THE 1 FOR $1 IS AVAILABLE TO ANY NON-COMMERCIAL INDIVIDUAL WHO WISHES TO~ AN ITEM OR ITEMS (MAX. OF 3 ITEMS).
ALL ITEMS MUST BE PRICED .

PANNY!

613T7D

JI /

IT/

Address:

}1.)/}(Y)

HLIM :l}(f()}f1HL A::llNGt/W }{.)/HM
'~ ~:aN115ai'77r/J

'5JS/J..Na051ttHIH.JS &1~.LSm1!
.15aB/(ltJ'fNMd t;/ KJMldmtEtJ
- "(iflLN/ :fO /VCNJWON9Hd §/Hi. .

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Phone: - - --::-- - -

Dates to run - -- - - - --

PANNY!

/

fAJHAT1

WHAT?

Message:

,.

----

(one word per line)

I
((~'

.,.

~~

:..--::::==
Under Classification of: FOR SALE Person accepting ad _ _ __
Expiration code (office use only)
No. words/days

Compositor

-

Amou,nt due :$ ---~~~.
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Maradona back to soccer field
ZURICH, Switzerland (AP) There had been weeks of ident Luis Cuervas and Michele
Napoli agreed today to transfer wrangling and uncertainty over Pierro, vice president of the
superstar Diego Maradona to the future of the 31-year old Federazione Italiana Giuoco
Seville for $7.5 million.
Argentine star. ·
Calcio, the governing body for
The president of the Spanish
Maradona 's agent, Marcos Italian soccer.
soccer team, Luis Cuervas, said Franchi, on Monday said a tentaSeville had originally offered
$3 million would be paid tive agreement had been reached $4.5 million to buy the final year
upfront and the rest in install- to enable Maradona's transfer.
of Maradona's contract.
ments.
"We're a step away from freeReports said Napoli had asked
Corrado Ferlaini, president of dom," Maradona, soccer's best- $9 million-$15 million.
the Naples team, said one of the known plyer, in Seville upon
Maradona completed a 15conditions of the deal is that hearing Monday's news.
month suspension in June for
Maradona would not be able to
Franchi said most details for cocaine use. He has refused to
play in Italy for two years.
Maradona 's transfer were report to the Napoli club for the
The announcement was made worked out Monday at FIFA's final year of his contract.
after a meeting that lasted nearly offices. FIFA spokesman Guido
He arrived in Seville a week
five hours at the Zurich head- Tognoni said that one-hour ses- ago hoping to speed up negotiaquarters of FIFA, world soccer's sion was attended by Spanish tions. Last Thursday, he threatgoverning body which had tried Football Federation president ened to retire if an agreement
to mediate in the dispute.
Angel Maria Villar, Seville pres- was not reached in two days.

QB woes continue for Browns
CLEVELAND (AP) - A bro- ter of Sunday's game.
k¢n ri,gqt _thi,npq__-:Jia§ , ~i?elined , lhilcox had been thrust into
Todd Philc'ox, who tbok-over as the spotlight by Kosar's fracCleveland Browns quarterback tured right ankle the previous '
when Bernie Kosar was hurt and week. Philcox, a third-year pro, led the club to its first victory.
had played only briefly in four
The Browns said today that games for the Browns las_t year
Philcox was out indefinitely, and and once for the Cincinnati
that Mike Tomczak would be the Bengals in 1990.
starter for Sunday's game against
After Kosar's injury, the
the Denver Broncos.
Browns signed Tomczak, who
Philcox started his first game previously played for the
last Sunday and led the Browns Chicago Bears and Green Bay
to a 28-16 victory over the Los Packers. He was released by the
Angeles Raiders, throwing for Packers following a preseason
' three touchdowns and complet- contract holdout.
ing 10 of 20 passes for 220
To back up Tomczak, the
yards.
Browns signed Jeff Francis, who
The Browns said that Philcox had been cut Aug. 25. Francis,
had apparently fractured his who spent all of last year on
thumb early in the second quar- injured reserve, has played in

just one NFL game in his career
- completing two passes late in
the fourth quarter of a game
against Pittsburgh.
Fram;is, a Iree age~~t out ot
Tennessee, was signed in 1990.
Philcox, like Kosar, played
hurt. Kosar's ankle injury came
on a sack in the second quarter
of a Monday night game with
Miami, but he remained in the
game until the end.
Both quarterbacks threw two
touchdowns after they were hurt.
Prior to Sunday's start,
Philcox had thrown only 10 NFL
passes.
He was never sacked and
never threw an interception,
guiding an offense that went
without a single _turnover.

DOUBLE DRIVE-THAU

MON-FRI:
1/4· lb. Cheeseburger
Chicken Sandwich
Fully'10ress~cr: , ,; ~f1e~~-l~r'""Fr£?nch f,~
••
Regular French Fry .M~chum 1Q,!'.JhJ< . .,

M$i2.~ink

~

~~~ ~-

<:/''ll-

$2. 59

SAT-SUN:
1/4 lb. Hamburger $ .89
1/4 lb. Cheeseburger $ .99

$$$COMPARE OUR PRICES AND SAVE$$$
McHµgh's
Comp.etitors
pnce
pnce

$1.35
$1.89
$1.69
$1.95
$ .79
$ .95
$ .62
$ .79
WHY GO ANYWHERE ELSE?

1/4 lb Cheeseburger
Chicken
Lg. French Fry
Reg. Drink

I
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COLLEGE OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION

DIVISION OF RECREATIONAL SPORTS

REC SPORTS SHORTS
Office: Student Recreation Center Lobby

Telephone: 581-2821 or 581-2820

INTRAMURAL CHAMPIONS !!

ENTRY DEADLINES
Table Tennis Singles (M,W) .............•.................................................................•.••............................ Fri., Sept. 25
'Trapshooting (M, W, CR) ................•..•................................•..............................••............................. Fri., Sept. 25

TENNIS SINGLES
MEN'S !NPIVIQUAL CHAMPION· Andrew Ramage
WQMEN'S INPIVIOUAL CHAMPION: Laura Kelle

*fWater
~~ti;3~~s0~:~~~~·~~Jv)·."·.".".".".".".".".".".".".".".".". .".".".".".".".".".".".".".".."."."."."."..".".".".".".".".".".".".".".".·.·.·:.".". .".".".".".".".".".".".".".".".".".".".".".".".".".".".".".".";.".".".".".".".".".".".".".".".":T ~~~~;,eg:;t~ci
Basketball (M, W) ..........................................................................................................Wednesday, Oct. 7

SOCCER SHQQJOUT
MEN'S TEAM CHAMPION: SIGMA CHI
Roster: Chris Perry. Matt Marquart, Greg Duncan, Tim McDonald, Sean Welsh.
MEN'S QOUBLES CHAMPIONS· Brian Hughes & Phil Brojan
MEN"S INPIVIQUAL CHAMPION· Sean Welsh

21 Elimination Basketball (M, W, CR) ......................................... ................................................Tuesday, Oct. 13
*Enter "on the spot'"

'

:rABLE TENNIS SINGLES
DEFAULTS AND FORFEITS

r --Men's and women's compelition.
--Individuals may select to play in a Monday or Tuesday evening tournament.
--Entry deadline is Fri., Sept. 25.
--Play begins Mon., Sept. 28 on the Lantz South Deck.

-----------------------------------1
TRAPSHOOTING
--Men's and Women's singles, doubles, teams, and co-rec doubles competition.
--Practice rounds will be held on Mon., Sept. 28 from 2:00-4:30 p.m and on Tues., Sept. 29 from 3:00-4:30 p.m.
The finals round will be held on Wed., Sept. 30 form 1 :00-4:30 p.m.
--Enter "on the spot"" at the Charleston Gun Club, located about four miles southwest of Charleston and 1/2
mite west of the 4th street extended road.
·
--There will be a fee of $2.50 per 10 shots.
**Please disregard the entry dated in the green division of Recreational Sports brochure.

Team managers may default a contest by filling out an official Default form at the Rec Sports Office ngJill(
than 10 a m the mornjng of the contest to be defaulted A loss will be given for the game defaulted, however
no fees will be assessed.
The team manager will be assessed a forfeit fee of $10.00 for each game that is forfeited. A game will be
declared a forfeit if a team is unable to field a minimum number of players, ~. to play a game by ex
1Ominutes after the scheduled play time. A team is withdrawn from the league after 2 forfeits. A "hold" will bl
placed on the Team Manger's school record until alt fees have been paid. Make all checks payable to E
Illinois University.

t--------------------------------•
STUDENT RECREATION (SRC) ACCESS CONTROL
Access to the SRC is restricted to only eligible users. Students are required to present a validated student

---------------------------------~t .~~ba~e~co~~~~~b~C~~yFKu~~dS~~ffi~~d~~~ fu•~c~~ ·

FRISBEE GOLF
Membership Card. Individuals who use their I.D's to check out sports equipment should get their hand
--Men's and Women's singles, doubles, teams, and co-rec doubles competition.
at the Equipment Issue Room or they will not be allowed admittance into the SRC.
--Participants "enter on the sport" near the Women's varstty Softball Field and the campus pond.
No BOOKS, COATS, OR CARRY-INS will be allowed in the SRC (EXCEPT to the SRC Lounge and TV
--Competition is scheduled for Thurs., Sept. 24 from 3-6 p.m. Participants must register by 5·3o p m
for study purposes only). SRC users may use the lockers in the SRC, in the Lantz hallway, or in the locker
---------------------------------~~mLT~S~~~~po~~ba~~~or~~~b~.Fooda~bne~~do~bepe~~~
the SRC Lounge and TV area.
1 ON 1 BASKETBALL

--Men's over 6' and under 6° and Women"s over 5'6 and under 5'6" competition.
--A single elimination tournament will'be held.
--Entries taken beginning Tuesday, Sept. 29. The entry deadline is Tuesday, Oct. 6.
--Play begins Wed., Oct. 7 at 7 p.m. on the basketball courts of the SRC. All registered individuals must report
to the worker's table by 7 p.m.

----------------------------------+
WATER BASKETBALL

--Men's and Women· Leagues
--Men's teams may select a Monday/Wednesday or Tuesday!Thursday League. All games will be played from
8:30 -10:00 p.m. Women's teams may play on a Sunday league from 7:00-9:00 p.m.
--Entries taken beginning Wed., Sept. 30. entry deadline is Wed., Oct. 7.
--Play begins Mon., Oct.12 in the Lantz Pool.
--The MANAGER'S MEETING for Water Basketball is Thurs., Oct.8 at 6:30 p.m. in the Lantz Club Room. All
managers in attendance will receive an automatic "win" for their team.

RACQUETBALL AND INDOOR TENNIS RESERVATIONS
Courts can be reserved at the Access Control Desk in the SRC Lobby. Reservations for Sunday and
Monday come out at noon Friday; Tuesday and Wednesday at noon Monday; Thursday at noon Tuesday;
Fridays at noon Wednesday; and Saturdays at noon Thursday.
A validated ID or Faculty/Staff Recreation card mw;t be presented EACH TIME A RESERVATION IS
No telephone reservations are accepted. An individual may reserve on court every other day.

REMINDER!!
Due to Intramural Water Basketball, the Lantz Pool will close at 8:30 p.m Mon.-Thurs., 10/12 thru 11 /19192.
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olleyball player
hows versatility
'ersatility is senior Shelly
:kwisch 's middle name.
fter all, she came to Eastern
cting to lineup as a setter.
·, she was moved to the inside
.ition
as
middle-hitter.
1tually, she learned how to play
outside-hitting slot.
:belly's really a versatile playcoach Betty Ralston said.
1e's been able to perform in
1y roles for us. She served as
1tain along with Susie Green
year and certainly provides the
tional leadership this team
"
ituckwisch became interested in
:yball at a very young age.
'In fifth grade, the local high
1001 ran a volleyball summer
and some of my friends and
decided to go," Stuckwisch
. "I played at .a small h~h
11 (Central Jl.S. B,i:own~towh,
,) with only SOO students in
ii.
1e hardest thing for me upon
ing college was not knowing
'body. I think I was the only
man on the team that didn't
a close friend on the team."
ituckwisch said balancing aca':cs and sports takes time and
ination.
er hard work has led to her
1g named to the Academic All'erence team four times.
ometimes it's hard (to balance
)," Stuckwisch said. "I usually
to get my work done early or

before we leave for away matches.
When I was younger, my classes
were easier. Now, my classes are
the opposite (harder) so I have to
put more time into my work."
Stuckwisch also has plans to
someday coach volleyball in the
not-to-distant future .
"I'd like to teach business at the
high school level," Stuckwisch
said. "But I'd also like to coach
volleyball."
Stuckwisch believes there are
several aspects of her game which
she would be able to bring to her
club as a coach.
"I think I'd be able to work real
well with people and make everybody work together as a team,"
Stuckwisch said. "My varsity coach
in high school taught me the basic
fundamentals of volleyball and our
junior varsity coach explained the
strategies of how to play smarter.
I'd like to be ab1e to put all that
togethtfLwheij. fc~ach." 1
,r What- type_
coach does
Stuckwisch believe she will be?
''I'd probably be harder on my
team in practices and ease up on
them when game time arrives,"
Stuckwisch said. "My high school
coaches were too laid back during
practices and I don't think that is
always good."
When not playing volleyball and
studying, Stuckwisch has plenty of
other things she likes to do.
"I like going out with my friends
and having a good time,"
Stuckwisch said. "I also enjoy playing tennis and I always play on the
intramural volleyball team."
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Don't tniss our
$1.99
Spaghetti Special
Every Wednesday!
• Large Dining Area
• Poor Boy Sandwiches
• Salads, Beer & Wine

345-3890
or
345-3400

pagUai's

~

P.O. Box 824
217 Lincoln Ave.,
Charleston, IL 61920
217/345-Pens (7367)
217/345-6602

217 Lincoln
345-PENS
*Parcel Shipping*
*Fax Service*

TONIGHT AT

THIRSTY'S

PIZZA

1600 LINCOLN
CHARLESTON

$1 .~00 PITCHERS
TOO!

of

lll"S
cans
Lunch Specials served
daily. Open at 11:00

J.ITTI.E
CAMPUS

If you have ideas concerning the Fall Panther Preview, Spring
Panther Preview, and/or ongoing student orientation, this is the
committee for you. The first meeting will be Tuesday, September 29,
1992 at 4:00 p.m. in the Martinsville Rm., MLK Jr. University Union.
To become involved in the planning process for these activities,
call the Office of Orientation at 6435.

Faculty, Students and Staff Are All
__ ~n,.£_o!!r.aged to Get Involved!
11!1~
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Tickets & Infonnation

University Union Box Office
(217) 581-5122

-

Portrait Dates:
Neoga Room in Union
September 21-25 & September 28-30
Stevenson Basement
October 1, 2
~!!I
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ERIC ANDERSON
JEFF ARMSWORTH
GARY BABBETT
JON BAILEY
MATT BAILEY
JASON BOND
RICH COMTPON
BRAD COSTANZO
BRIAN DiCRESENTO
SEAN GILLIAM
JIM HAYES .
ROBY JOHNS
BRANDON KAHL
TERRY KAZMURIZAH
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WEDNESDAY
DRINK SPECIAL

JACKKOOYEN
MITCH LENZEN
CHRIS MAUSOLF

JASON MCGOWAN
BRIAN MERCER
BRYAN MILLER
KEVIN MOORE
PAT O 'CONNOR

MARK OSLOWZS
BRIAN OSTROW

JOHN POINDEXTER
DAVE RECCIA
JEFF REIMER
lOERUNTZ
KIRT SCHMIDT

~ ~NKEHOE

ROBERT SMITH
JAMIE WELTON
TONY XANDERS

Lelnenkugel's Pitchers

$3.50
FOOD SPECIAL
Cirllled Pork Tenderloin

AXA• AXA• AXA• AXA• AXA• AXA• AXA• AXA• AXA• AXA• AXA• AXA• AXA•

Basket

$3.75
Kitchen Hours
JV\on.-Fri. 11 am.-9 p.m.
Sat t t am.-3 p.m.

~

BarHours

~Sat 11 am.-1am.

NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE _
RDOMINO'S

Iii

\.

How You Like Pizza At Home.

.l'JlNTHEB
LOUNGE

---TONIGHT

-

DRAFT
$1.00 CORONA

UNIVERSITY
THEATRE

r---------------1-----------------r-------------I

2 FREE PEPSIS with:

LARGE PIZZA

MEDIUM PIZZA
BRIGHTON
Bf'ACH
MEMOIRS

wit

Chee4!~

with Cheese &
3 FREE PEPSIS

:TERRIFIC TUESDAYS
Dinner for THREE!

by Neil Simon

OR

B pm Sept 16- 19,
23-26
2 pm Sept 20,27

MEDIUM PAN PIZZA
with Cheese

52~x

in the studio
Doudna Fine Arts Center

Adults $6
Senior Citizens $5
Children $5
EIU Students $3
Call (217} 581-3110

for Reservations

•

.··

LARGE CHEESE PIZZA
with 32oz. of PEPSI

.

•

TUESDAYS ONLY...

L---------------~-----------------L-------------STUDENT SURVIVAL KIT (OFFER MAY EXPIRE WITHOUT NOTICE) ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS AVAILA
OFFER GOOD AT LISTED LOCATIONS ONLY. NO LIMIT ON PIZZAS. NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. MUST MENTION COUPON WHEN
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lippers get Roberts
EW YORK (AP) - Almost a

mh after it was first agreed
1n, a three-team trade involvthe New York Knicks,
lando Magic and Los Angeles
"ppers was made Tuesday
ten Stanley Roberts agreed to
·,ve a no-trade clause and go to
Angeles.
e Clippers receive Rob_erts,
-foot center, from the Magic,
point guard Mark Jackson
a 1995 second-round draft
1ice from the Knicks.
The Knicks get forward
tarles Smith and guards Doc
'ers and Bo Kimble from the
tippers, and the Magic get New
·k's first-round draft choice in
3 and the worst of LA's two
,, l selections in either 1993 or
1

Roberts, 22, entering his secseason, held the trade up for
ire than three weeks while
iding whether to waive the
trade clause included in a

five-year, $14.4 million deal he
signed this summer.
"He did not like the way it was
handled originally. He had been
told he would not be moved. He
was angry, he was mad. He just
had reservations about LA,"
Clippers general manager Elgin
Baylor said.
Roberts was swayed during a
visit to Los Angeles last weekend.
"When Stanley got an opportunity to come out, once he got
here and .. . got a chance to see
the city, he loved it. That was his
major concern, the lifestyle. He's
from a small city," Baylor said.
In Smith, the Knicks get a 610 player who can be used at
either forward position or at center. He averaged 14.6 points and
6.1 rebounds last season.
"I can play the 3, backup
Patrick (Ewing) at center, play
power forward - it doesn't really
matter to me," Smith said.

•'.-..,;' 1~\i
"'""'r"Z"'"'

•From page 16
percent," Ross said.
1eresa 's situation during the
:kend probably kept her from
1g better."
is will be Eastern 's first dual
:t this fall. Indiana State is 0-2
:h losses to Louisville and
1nsville. Indiana State coach
Vaught is wary of the Lady
tthers and he knows his team
have to be ready to get a vieknow he's got a lot of fresh' but they' ll still be competifor us," Vaught said when
ssing Ross' new recruits. "If
're sluggish or not mentally into
game, Eastern will beat us,
:ause we know from last year
tough matches we had with

·~l.-

i
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them."
Indiana State figures to finish
about seventh in the Missouri
Valley conference again th!s year
according to Vaught.
"It's really too early to tell how
we' II do in the conference, but I
figure seventh is a good estimation."
Unlike the Lady Panthers,
Indiana State only has six dual
matches this fall and won't be in
any tournaments. They will play
roughly 19 dual matches in the
spring season. Vaught said his two
toughest matches will be against
Tulane and Drake.
"Drake's got a nationally ranked
player plus they're always a power
in women's tennis," he said.
The match between Eastern and
Indiana State is set for 3:30.

Would like to introduce their

1992 FALL PLEDGE CLASS
President
Secretary

Valerie Simpson

Shannon Brom

Treasurer
Jane Nixon

Stephanie Collins
Steve Diel
Brandon Goble
Debbie Heap
Ginger Hindricks
Chris Karch
Bill Lange
Kari Larkin

Karen Lipinski
Melanie Miller
Carlinda Nolden
Kelly O'Neill
Mindi Pifister
Jill Rice
Adam Silhernage
Kevin Walsh
7.":<!':~:'.·:

., IllSubway presents.... .
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Congratulation~ to the
Alpha Phi ,- ..
1992-1993
',~,
Executive Officers
I
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ALPHA PHI OFFICERS 1992-1993

hRESIDENT:

COLLEEN MURPHY
'1)_f,ICE-PRESIDENT: SUSANNE WEISE

~z~~s~~~~:TO~~ISs.~~~~~ANTE

~RATERNITY EDUCATOR: JEANNIE PEIPERT
~CHOLARSHIP CHAIRMAN:

~

7th and Madison
(1 Block N. of the Square)
345-7427
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MICHELLE FAUBEL
LUMNI DIRECTOR: ANNA ABBEDUTO
ECORD/NG SECRETARY: KERRI MADDOX
D 'ANHELLENIC DIRECTOR: AMY SCHLEUTER
OMMUNITY SERVICE CHAIRMAN: BRANDY MCGEE
1\. HAPTER PROMOTIONS:
ELLEN SCHOVANEC
~viOCIAL CHAIRMAN: MEG MAIER
' ORRESPONDING SECRETARY: KELLY MCKEOWN
UARTERLY CORRESPONDENT: AMY GOSSETT
HAPLAIN: ANGIE IJAMS
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Wide receiver Melvin Jackson concentrates on bringing in a pass during a recent practice. Jackson caught four passes for 40 yards in the Panthers 48-9 victory over Murray Si
Saturday. Jackson is one player who will try to propel the Panthers to the top of the Gateway Conference this year.

Football team out to prove predictions wron
By KEITH FARROLL
Associate sports editor

This weekend's action against
the Illinois State Redbirds will kick
off the opening of 1992 Gateway
Football Conference action for
Eastern, and coach Bob Spoo anticipates another tough conference
season.
As far as the conference is concerned now, Indiana State stands on
top of the pack after a 12-7 win
over Illinois State. This is just the
first indication to Spoo the conference is in line for an uncanny season. The Sycamores were pitted to

be in last place in the preseason
poll.
"I think from the score the other
night between Indiana State over
Illinois State that it is going to be a
very tight race again," Spoo saitl.
"People are going to be tough at
home. Indiana State is a tough
place to play and it shows that they
played very emotionally."
Spoo likes where he stands coming off a 48-9 rout over Murray
State. But to play Illinois State
which just came off an emotional
loss is something to be concerned

about
"I feel good where we are right

•

now," Spoo said. "We are coming
off a nice win and I think it is good
for our confidence. We are going
into conference play enthusiastically. We still know we have to execute; there is no replacement for
that.
"We need to travel to a school,

Golf team finishes 3rd out of 19
JASON SWOPE
Staff writer

1,

The Panther golf team had a strong showing at
the Indianapolis Invitational, which was held at
the Prestwick Golf Club, finishing third out of
19 teams.
Jamie Reid continued his strong play. Reid
shot the best score for the Panthers once again,
shooting a 77, which was four off the pace.
"Jamie continues to be our most consistent
player," golf coach Paul Lueken said.
Lueken added that he is looking for another
player who could consistently shoot in the 70's.
Other Panthers to score were Tom Rank, 78,
Bill Frain, 82, Tom Morrison, 83, Jeff Schuette,
83, and Jon Armstrong, 84.
The individual medalist was Brad Bodorfs
from Anderson College finishing with a 73.
The top school was lndian-apolis University's
gray team shooting a 394. Wisconsin Parkside

was the runner-up finishing with a 400.
Eastern took third with a 403. Also shooting a
403 were Northern Kentucky University and
Indianapolis University's red team.
Although Eastern appeared to tie for third, the
were declared the third-place finishers because
of a tie-breaking system.
'
Teams consist of of six players. The best five
out of six scores make up the team scores.
To break a tie all six players scores are counted.
The Panthers broke the tie because their six
scores were lower than those from Northern
Kentucky and Indianapolis' red team.
The Panthers finished ahead of Evansville, the
team who won last weeks University of Southern
Indiana Invitational.
Lueken said he is pleased with the way the
team is progressing.
The Panthe{_S will be at the Franklin College
Invitational October I at 9 a.m.

which lost the other day. I'm sure
they are going to be well-prepared.
They will fight very hard not lose
that second game."
Eastern was picked to finish in
sixth place in the Gateway
Conference's preseason coaches
poll. Spoo said, judging from the
way the team has played so far, that
his team is capable of surprising.
people.
"We are going to see how far this
team can take us," Spoo said. "I
certainly think we are capable of
surprising some teams. I suppose
people on the outside who see us as
a sixth place team will think if we

win some games then it will
surprise."
The clear cut favorite in
Gateway is the Northern I
Panthers, who are currently
No. 4 in the nation. The Pan
2-0, will be tested this wee
against Iowa State, which
Division I-A football program.
"Northern Iowa has had its
the past couple years," Spoo
"They have certainly domi
record-wise. That is the one
that has proven that they can
with the best of people.
"After them I certainly
there is parity in the conference.

Tennis team travel
to Indiana State
By MATT MAHARG
Staff writer

It's Eastern against Indiana
State again in women's tennis
Wednesday afternoon in Terre
Haute.
Once again the Lady Panthers
will try to knock off an Indiana
State team that beat them three
times last year, twice .by 5-4
scores.
"It's hard to predict what will
happen because we are so equal
on the court," Panther coach John
Ross said when comparing
Eastern and Indiana State. "I am
familiar with whom they have
coming back and where they'll fit
in the line-up, but still it's going

to come down to who wan
more. I also think with the
people we have, it could tum
to be an advantage."
"The match will probably
determined in the lower sin
matches and doubles," he s
"Since we're so even, I can't
either team sweeping the
three singles matches. The
probably be an even s
between those and the top
bles match."
Eastern may have to give
extra effort in a couple of
Theresa Rumage and Sama
Wulfers have been battling a
the last few days.
"I don't think either will be
•Continued on page 15
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MUCH MORE INSIDE!

MARI OGAWA/Photo editor

Charleston resident Sophir Yeh, a Taiwan native, performs "Indian Club", a traditional Chinese dance with "Chinese Opefa" as background music, during the International Picnic Saturday Sept. 12 at west pavilion of the Morton Park. The International Picnic is held
once every year during September sponsored by International Students Services.

150 attend international picr1 ic
1

By Karen Adkins
Staff writer

A picnic catered with international food was just the event
needed to welcome international students to Eastern.
Approximately 150 people attended the picnic hosted by
International Student Services held in conjunction with the
Association of International Students, said Jayan Kandathil,
president of the association.
The Sept. 12 picnic was the first official gathering for international students. It was open to anyone and people were
encouraged to come out to meet the international students.
Those who attended the picnic were asked to bring a typical
food dish from their country to share with people from other
countries. It was a cultural smorgasbord.
There are a variety of reasons why participants enjoyed the
international picnic.
"There was lots and lots of food, said Nonceba Mashalaba, a
graduate student from South Africa. "I enjoyed meeting new
people and tasting new dishes." Mashalaba said she likes
Eastern because it is a small university, everything is accessible
and it's easy to meet new people.
Graduate student Anja Holthoff, a Germany native, said she
thought the picnic was a good idea. She brought Alsatian onion
cake and Grenan Plum cake.

"I like Eastern,"Holthoff said. "I really like the campus. I
think it's very interesting seeing how American students jive." 1
Bridgette Chen, adviser for the Association of Intem.l!tional
Students and director of International Student Servicrs, ~aid the
program is a way of promoting cultural exchange.
i \! 'i \
Chen said she saw "a nice mixture of students from, the crrmmunity and even Mattoon" at the picnic.
··
"This picnic has occurred for, at least, the last 14 or close to
15 years," Chen said. "We've been lucky with the weather each
year. This year, there was a performance to enhance the picnic."
Sophir Yeh, from Taiwan, and her daughter Diana Leu, 9,
performed acts from their homeland.
Yeh performed an Indian Club while dancing to a Chinese
opera. Leu performed Chinese folk dancing in full costume.
Kandathil said the group has several events coming up this
fall.
On the second Tuesday of every month, an international tea
is held at 2 p.m. in the International House lobby in Ninth
Street Hall.
"I think our presence at EIU is of great importance for us
because we learn about the American culture," said Lucy
Gomez, an international student from Brazil. "But I also think
that our presence contributes to American awareness of our cultures."

•
Does interracial dating really mix?
- - - - - - - - - Editor's note:
Black & White

Con

- - - - - - - - - will
be a new
installment
of
dueling columns in Minority TODAY
designed to discusses racial issues and conceptions on college campuses and in the
nation.
How do I feel about interracial relationships? Well, I don't really agree with the
idea. The reason I disagree is the people who
are involved in the relationship usually tend
to forget who they are. They try too hard to
show their mate they aren't too black or too
white.
Listen, there is no in between. If you are
black and involved with someone who is
white, then be just as black around them as
you would be around people of your same
race, and the same thing goes for whites who
are involved with blacks.
If interracial couples could express their
anger, love, and desires about issues surrounding their culture, just as freely as they
would with anyone else, then I would be
more positive toward the relationships.
Another major problem that occurs with
interracial couples is when kids are born. A
lot of children of interracial couples grow up
very confused. First of all, before I go into
any more details about this, let me get one
thing straight. If a black and white couple
has a kid, no matter how light the complexion, no matter how straight that kid's hair is,
no matter which parent is black or white, that
kid is black.
It seems that some parents have a hard
time realizing this, and they do not help their
kids to gain the proper identity. It seems that
they tell their kids they are both black and
white. Well, that's true to a certain extent,

.
..
but when it all boils
Friends have told
down to social securit)'
me and I have always
numbers, the child is
read about, the infablack.
mous "hate stare" that
I've seen students
prejudiced whites give
here at Eastern whc
to minorities. It's a
have a black and white
look that makes it
parent and seem tc
seem like you've brohave a hard time dealken all natural laws ing with their peers.
literally killed someThey hang out with
one in front of their
the white students and
very eyes.
don't even acknowlBut the reasoning
edge their black frifor giving the hate
ends, or maybe J
Chris Seper stare is a prejudiced
should say black assoone and not because
ciates when they were
- - - - - - - - you actually did
with their white frisomething wrong. It is
ends. When they are with their white friends, given because you're different, or more
it seems they think they're white too. But, specifically in the case I'm about to discuss,
every now and then, you will see that same because he's black and she's white.
person walking on campus by themselves
The two of us were just friends and not
and when they see another black person, even dating. We were walking across campus
they speak without hesitation.
joking around on our way to class. We
I know it might seem like I've jumped to a stopped in front of a building and shook
different topic, but, I haven't. I am just get- hands, still laughing and goofing around.
ting into specific details about what is probaThat's when I saw it.
bly the biggest problem with interracial couYou're never really prepared for something
pies.
like that. I had turned around just for a second
My main point, is this: I'm seeing my and a white girl was glaring at us as if we just
people have a hard enough time learning to brought down the entire world as she knew it.
love each other. We (blacks) must all come It was hate and offense. She looked like she
together to overcome our struggles. There wanted to kill us. She must have thought we
are a lot of blacks who are very ignorant were dating, and to her it was more wrong
about their culture, but with unity as a peo- than anything she had ever seen.
ple, we can overcome this weakness. So, to
There are a million situations of racism
all blacks, whites, Asians, Hispanics and and interracial dating like that one. Once after
other ethnic groups, if you find someone of a calling a black-white couple "salt and pepdifferent race who you feel you should be per," a friend revealed to me that one of his
with, all I ask is that you don't forget who "goals" in high school was to have sex with a
black girl to see what it was like. Another
. you are. Remember, NO SELL OUT.
··
friend told me that although he would date a

white woman, he
could never marry
her because he had
to keep his blood "pure."
Love is truly blind for interracial dating
blind in the fact that people who oppose
refuse to acknowledge their true feelings
make themselves see one color. Black
black, brown on brown or white on white
the only thing that can be in their relati
ships - anything else is unequal and unw
thy of love.
Rarely is this subject ever debated, ·
more like an unspoken truth that the col
don't mix. Even when the subject is bro
up in a room with a number of different
it is usually with silent agreement that
sides agree - none of us mix.
Where are the sound arguments to k
Hispanics from dating Asians, from As'
dating Native Americans or whites.
blacks? Is it the Hitler-idealism that ··•
marriages depurify a respective race? Or·
the fears that kind of true love won't
accepted in society and that they will
shunned the rest of their lives?
The only outrage from somebody who
agrees with the idea of interracial da ·
comes when the true reason is dire
revealed - that we think we're better than y
Every excuse for opposing interracial
ing is racist. Everyone bleeds the s
breathes the same, has the same feelings
attractions and was created by the s
Creator. The only difference is some of
have darker tans than others. Social
·
make us shy away from other colors same barriers that kept blacks on the back
the bus and Hispanics in the sweatshops.
No one tries to be white or black w
they date, they try to be - no matter
sappy it sounds - in love.

Malcolm X: The rilah explained

Superiority in lighter skin.

When having discussions in
class with teachers and students
on campus, it shows that they
have the wrong conception of
what Malcolm X was about. He
was probably the most important
black man in American history
and most Americans don't even
know it because they only know
about Martin Luther King Jr.
People believe that he changed
his doctrine about black nationalism toward the end of his
career. That is so untrue! He
didn't change his views about
black nationalism, but he did
change his views about Caucasians.
Before performing Hajj (Muslim Pilgrimage to Mecca), he believed the Caucasian man was
the devil. Because he experienced brotherly love among
blacks and whites on his Hajj, he
later concluded that Caucasian
men were not devils but products
of their racist society, which
brings out the lowest part in an
individual.
In reviewing Malcolm X's
speeches, you will see that he
kept black nationalism in his
doctrine. He opposed integration
tiecause he felt the Afro-American community has to retain
their values and not mix other
customs. He felt, before blacks
could be integrated into a larger
society, it was necessary for
them to unite among themselves
first. He taught sometimes separate governments would be best
because integration has and will
always cause smaller groups to
stick together and achieve their
own goals as a race. As a result,
he felt that integration would
always have one race dominant
over the other.
Also, people thought he was

What is the ideal beauty? As
far as African Americans, I feel
we are loosing the concept of
beauty.
How many times have you
turned to "Video Soul" and saw
the same typical spokesmodel
representing black videos. The
long hair, light-skinned, thin
lips, thin waist line and basically the same characteristics that
white women have. Oh believe
me, my light-skinned sisters, I
realize you are just as black as
any other black person. For,
just as there are various shades
of blue, there are various can see a variety of bl.a
spokesmodels and they are
shades of black.
Unfortunately, we live in a necessarily the ideal Ii&
society that applauds beauty as skinned, long hair women
a necessity and a requirement public usually demands.
rather than a speciality. Promot- sence promotes various type
ing black beauty is what most beautiful sisters and it all
businesses and companies con- you to glimpse beyond the
sider a wise decision; yet, it is cal model.
In Vogue, you generally
being exploited.
women of color being ei
the
Most of them look for the
face that the public will res- the fine -haired model of
pond to. When is it likely that 90's with blue eyes, instead
you will see a darker-skinned the contemporary Africa
representative for a cosmetic American woman. The full
product? It is very unlikely that ured black woman is a sc
you will see this basically She's a scare to society beca
because businesses are afraid of it is formed in our minds
the pro-African features that look like Cindy Crawford
not Anita Baker.
most black women have.
It is very easy to di~cr·
For example, if there was a
job opening for a position of nate. It is easy to fall into
door-to-door sales. It would be stereo-typing scenario.We
most likely that employers perience it everyday. It d
would hire what they thought with heavy-set women and
was best in the public eye. women, it deals with da
Because they don't want any skinned women and lig
type of law suit, they will hire skinned women. The sad part
that black woman. But how all of this is, we very seld
would that black woman look? step outside of the picture
She would probably be thin, make judgment on the inte
light complected and with a
considerable long leng th of Tonya Thomas, staff writer
guest columnist f or ¥ino
hair.
TODAY.
•\ .
In Essence magazine, you

''
''

He taught us to protect ourselves from the
violence practiced on us _by a racist society.

promoting violence. That also is
not true. You have to remember
that Malcolm X was speaking
during a time of violence against
blacks nationwide and during the
height of a civil rights movement. He taught us to protect
ourselves from the violence
practiced on us by a racist society.
Similarly, he taught pe·o ple to
be able to distinguish between
white racism and black responses
to it. If a man comes in your
house trying to shoot you and
you shoot him instead, are you
being violent? Of course not!
You are merely practicing selfdefense by reacting to violence.
The police are here to protect us
from criminals, but who protects
us from them?
People also say Malcolm X
taught hate. Again, this is not
true. He taught Afro-Americans
to have an awareness of what
was being done to them. That
awareness of what was being
done to them would produce an
abundance of energy, both negative and positive, that can be
channeled constructively.
Malcolm X was character
assassinated because the government feared he would have too
much of a radical. impact on
black masses. That's why they
publicized speeches by le aders
who taught non-violence against

violence. He believed violence
wasn't good, but if we keep waiting for Uncle Sam's empty
promises and lies, we will never
become one as a nation.
If we keep being submissive
to violence and racism and waiting for them to end, we will be
waiting forever like our ancestors waited for 40 acres and a
mule they never got.
He's not blaming Americans
today for what happened in the
past, but he does expect us to get
that form of government that was
promised. He feels that without
our unity (our own government)
we would continue to be separated as a race.
In conclusion, the character
assassination of Malcolm X
being an "initiator of violence" is
baseless. The media used that as
a cop-out because they couldn't
debate his issues. Therefore, they
labeled him as being "violent" or
a "black racist" while erasing his
true message from the minds of
young Afro-Americans.
If you read what Malcolm X
wrote and listen to his speeches,
you will see that he was not violent or racist. Instead, he wanted
peace through self-defense and
unity through black nationalism
instead of white nationalism.

Frank Gillette, guest columnist
for Minority TODAY.

·ews continues to carry racist attitudes
Unknown, Malcolm, the letter
it's used to symbolize the black
and woman being robbed of
ir true name, when we were
ught here against our will in
'sedly 1614.
Jamie, Jamie, Jamie. HA! HA!
! It's not everyday that I pick
a paper and become so amused.
September 8, 1992, Jamie Riley
'rote an article titled "A
ieneration in Search of an X." HMMMMM! let me begin:
ly mind is telling me not to write
rebuttal, but, my spirit (Islam) is
"!ding my hand; so please "take it
:onal." Ms. Riley, you defined
.alcolm X (El-Hajj Malik Sha.) as a cult (a particular system
religious worship) hero. First of
, you don't know a damn thing
, u.~ th~. ~o~t hono~a~le El Hl~jj
artlc'-S&j.\jaiz and suie in the hell
R·i1,1.~~ fffi~fflGi 'a150tif lslrun or

:MW;iu!N.rutli. ·· g, , ·

Why did you do it? Was it
ause no one was reading your
ticles, or was it because you

Tyrone 3x Gray
knew it would piss me off? The
answer is C, all of the above. I
know what happened, you read the
first three pages of the autobiography of Malcolm X and became an
instant "history buff." You don't
know anything about the history of
blacks in America or anywhere

else. We are not looking for a hero,
and even if we were, it is not your
concern.
History session number one,
Malcolm X wasn't the leader of the
Black Panther Party, Fred Hampton
was. Malcolm was the head of the
OOAU (Organization of African
Unity). Lesson number two,
Malcolm never promoted the "Back
to Africa Movement," Marcus
Garvey did. Malcolm did teach
seperation. He believed that blacks
should have their own land here in
America. Lesson number three,
Malcolm didn't change his entire
outlook after his journey from
Mecca, but in fact, he broadened
his views. Malcolm began defending all blacks no matter what religion they bel~:mged to.
When he was with the Nation of
Islam he defended and upheld the
Muslim faith. After his voyage, he
began focusing on all of the 22 million blacks that were in America at
that time. Malcolm believed in
Islam because it is a religion that

believes in freedom. Malcolm X
said, "Any time I have to accept a
religion that won't let me fight a
battle for my people, I say to hell
with that religion, that's why I am a
muslirn, because it teaches you an
eye for an eye and a tooth for a
tooth." Ms. Riley, Islam is a religion that teaches you to respect
everybody, and treat everybody
right. But, it also teaches you if
someone steps on your toe, chop
off their foot.
I know you would probably like
for us to enhance Martin Luther
King, Jr. as a hero because he was
recessive, mild- mannered, and he
believed in turning the other cheek.
"Never that move." Malcolm was
never violent, my ignorant friend.
He never stood for violence, but, he
did say the black man should obtain
freedom, equality, and justice "by
any means necessary." Know your
facts Ms. Riley.
Well, Well, I want to stop writing, but the spirit is leading me.
Don't you dare tell us to find a new

hero. Who is your hero? I know:
A) Ronald Reagan B) Rambo C)
Hitler D) all of the above. The
answer is D).
Spike Lee is a positive brother,
and if it is o.k. with you Ms. Riley,
we will decide for ourselves
whether or not we will miss school
or work to see the movie. Thank
you for your illegitimate concerns. I
will now end this brief history lesson. In the future, if you are ignorant about something, just ask for
help so you will understand. If you
are seeking popularity in the news
world, just continue to be a racist
bigot and you'll make it. Malcolm
X is the man and he will always be
the man, find some other nationality to pick on.
For all this wonderful man has
contributed, we remember and
salute our brother, hero, and
advisor. "El Hajj Malik Shabazz,"
Asalaam -Alaihum.
Tyrone Gray, Guest columnist
for Minority Today

inority Today dispels fallacies Editor encourages
campus participation

Let's talk about wrong assumpMinority Today attempts to pre1ns. Specifically those involving sent its mate'rial in an objective
'inority Today.
manner in hopes that readers,
The majority of Eastern's popu- majority and minority, will interpret
·on have developed misconcep- the news given as a outlet for
ins about the monthly paper that understanding minorities, different
s the paper's credibility, read- cultures and ethnic groups. Another
1ility, and the students outlet to error in thinking is that Minority
'ormation.
Today is not a real paper.
Such fallacies include having to
Minority Today is as much a real
a minority to write for Minority student publication as The Daily
Way.
,.,,;; ,., ,..,, .. ,, /iaste1:nNews·andThe.Verge:- ·· •
This is nonsense and 4tter!y
We shouldn't have to struggle_to ·
1true. Minority Today d0esn't dis- get writers when there are over
'minate and hopes that writers 10,000 students on campus.
d readers don't discriminate
Maybe the biggest deterrence to
:cause of its focus on minority potential readers is the fallacy that
!dents and events.
Minority Today is only for minori-

ties and their viewpoints. Not true.
Anyone is allowed to express viewpoints about minorities, minority
events and minority/majority relations in society. The newspaper is
not meant to be one-sided.
Minority Today hopes that by
presenting minorities and minority
events in an objective manner, we
can all appreciate, learn and better
understand <;>ther ethnic groups,
thereby improving minority/majority. relations.
•
·:
.
Elliott Peppers is Assignments
editor and a guest columnist for
Minority Today.

Hello everyone. I'd like to welcome you back to what I hope will
be a productive year.
I will be here to serve as the editor in chief of this publication until
November, when I will take over as
the editor of The Daily Eastern
News. But until \hat time, I'd .l!ke .,
for you to help us serve you better.
Over the past years, sllid.ei:1rapath y, especially minority student
apathy has been on the rise. There
has been a decrease in attendance at
minority-sponsored events and
there definitely has been a lack of
cooperation among minority students, whether black, hispanic 01
international.
Plenty of time goes into planning these events and when student
attendance is low, you're only hurting yourselves.
Everyone is screaming from all
different directions, "please do
something for MY people," but
when it really comes down to it,

Evette Pearson
you're not even there for your own
people.
Wake up and smell the coffee! If
you didn't have anyplace to go ,
then you'd really be complaining.
Evette Pearson is a guest columnist for Minority Today.

Is it alright to be an undecided major in the 90's?

'

Derwin Threats
Senior, Industrial tech.
major
I think it's good to be an undecided
major. They( students) come in here
with a preset mind, and they take
other classes, they might be distracted, and they might decide well that's
what I like. So it's not good to come
in here with a set mind on anything
until you experience something from
every field.

Joseph Flynn
Senior, Philosophy major

Rhonda King
Junior, Zoology major

Son Nguyen
Junior, Business major

Yeah it's all right, well, it's not
alright for a long time. But, first
two years is cool, you can finish
your general requirement and
decide what you want to do.

I think it's good for ]reshmen to be
an undecided major. Some people
just come to sclwol, don't know what
they want io do, then they get here
take the general courses, get to
know things a little better and get a
feel of what they want to do.

Well if you don't know what you are
going to be, I guess you decide later
on. A lot of people change their
mind, so I guess it's all right.

· ·· Wednesda
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Blacks vie for Eastern's .top spot
By ELLIOTT PEPPERS
Assignments editor

With two black women
among the finalists for Eastern 's
presidential race, Minority
Today explores the possibility
of getting a minority president.
The challenges a minority
president would face, may possibly be different than a white
president.
Mary Burger and Hilda Richards, two black women, both
made strong showings during
their campus interviews. Burger
is currently vice president for
academic affairs at California
State University in Sacramento.
Before Cal-State-Sacramento,
she served as vice president for
academic affairs at Tennessee
State University. Richards is
currently provost and vice president for academic affairs at
Indiana University of Pennsylvania.
"It seems to me that when
students are looking at who can
make the best president they
should look for a person who
will work most effective toward
the needs of their respective
groups," said Freeman A.
Hrabowski, president of the
University of Maryland Baltimore County.
"One should not assume that
person would be either minority
or white. You can't determine
sensitivity simply based on race,
color or gender," said Hrabowski.
The two candidates expressed
similar thoughts.
Richards said an adjustment
period would be need_e d for a
·r,r~sfd~~t~'.if)i€11 wli.S1~ll'Wiitfdtitf11

Any person entering the new role (as president) will be challenged.
Hilda Richards
Candidate for president

or not.
expectations of minorities from
"Any. person entering a new a minority president and the
role is going to be challenged. It needs and expectations of all
will take a while for people to other students without anyone
get use to him and for folks to getting snubbed.
get comfortable with his style,"
"My experience (at Cal-State)
Richards said. "For a black is that (minorities) expect much
woman, it will take even more of me," Burger said. "Since they
of the same, but I think I also expect much, I would hope to
have a lot going for me. People give more because I am capable
know that for a black woman to of doing that not because any
get to the level I have, is already group demands more than otha great accomplishment"
ers. All students are special to
Burger emphasized the need me and they are my primary
for a president to be strong and concern."
positively impactive, which
"I will have to be clear that I
would cancel out color and sex.
express myself that I am the
"I think the community will president for all people,"
be receptive of a dynamic, Richards said. I know I can do
involved and concerned presi- that."
dent. Once those qualities are
The general consensus gathexhibited, then ethnicity and ered was that any president, be
it minority or otherwise, will
gender will matter less."
"It's important not to focus have to assert himself as good
on what may or may not be leader.
racist," Hrabowski said. "A new
"Certainly the advantage of
president needs to show that he my being an African American
can work well with all types of president (of a university) is an
people similarly, students need advantage for students both
to show they can work well with black and white," Hrabowski
all types of people."
said. "It makes a point that all
Another challenge posed for a types of people from all types of
minority president was equally different backgrounds can be
delifhig with the needs ·a~l J''verf competent leaders." ' . - -· ,.,

womerl's ·stuet1es·o11ers herp·,
By TONYA THOMAS
Staff writer

The Women's Studies Council is a universityappointed body of faculty, staff, students and community members who serve the campus, as well as
women in the larger Charleston-Mattoon area.
' Students who minor in Women's Studies can go
to the Women's Resource Center, located near the
west entrance to the Martin Luther King, Jr.
University Union, for information on various
things such as research assistance on gender
issues, information on local child care, financial
aid tips, career information and meeting space.
The program is offered to help anyone who
might have any questions about women of today
or yesterday.
"The Women's Studies minor came out of the
Women's Studies Council and provides programs

and information for students interested in
Women's issues," said Fern Kory, co-chairperson
of Women's Resource Center.
The program also deals with issues on sexual
harassment, domestic violence and constitutional
rights that women have, she said.
·
The Women's Studies Council plans to have
guest speakers and social recruitment programs
during the semester.
The center is primarily staffed by volunteers and
open weekday hours which may vary by semester.
In existence since 1979, the Council is looking
for more student volunteers and more staff
involvement.
The coordinators of the program, Karen Sanders
and Duangrudi Suskang, are currently working on
projects that will recruit new volunteers to the program.
.

.

Afro Studies program is in full effect
By Sherell White
Staff writer

The Afro-American Studies
department has been subject to
the lingering question of cancellation. And, students cry out for
an answer.
The answer is Eastern 's AfroAmerican Studies program is in
full effect.
The Afro-American Studies
Department passed two reviews
for its program over the last
three months. Rumors surfaced
that the program was going to be
cut, but students can be assured
that the program will continue,
said William Colvin, director of
Afro-American Studies.
"Currently, the program has
sixteen majors and it is still
growing," Colvin said. Colvin
said he is in the process of organizing the program's alumni into
an association, which will help

William Colvin

to develop a scholarship for
majors in Afro-American studies.
Some scholarships are already
established for Afro-Amer-ican
studies majors.

The Afro-American Studies
program was started at Eastern in
1970 by James Johnson and Bill
Ridgeway with the help of others, Colvin said.
"A degree in Afro-American
studies can offer a variety of
opportunities," Colvin said. "The
degree is similar to the liberal
arts, social science, and political
science degree," he said.
Colvin said a person with such
a degree can proceed into law,
natural research or any branch of
social services. "If you are an
Afro-American Studies minor,
after obtaining a teacher's certificate, you may teach any course
involving minorities," he said
"So, students interested in
Afro-American studies can be
assured that the program will
continue," he added.
"The Afro-American studies
program is well on its way,"
Colvin said.

SA

Hispanic enrollment
has largest increase
BY ELDON BOYD
Edit page editor .

While minority student enrollment at
Eastern rose this smester, Hispanic
enrollment had the largest increase.
The Hispanic student enrollment rose
from 102 in 1991 to 115 in 1992, which
showed a 11.3 percent increase. Black
students showed a 7 percent increase
from 1991 moving from 503 last year,
to 541 this year.
Asian and American Indian students
numbers stayed about the same. The
Asian population at Eastern rose by two
students, from 64 in 199 l to 66 in 1992.
American Indian students dropped one
student from 17 last year to 16.
"Eastern is known for being a friendly school," said Johnetta Jones, director
of minority affair. "When you have a
good product you have to advertise,"
she added.
Jones said that one of the main tools
used to increase the minority enrollment
was the "EIU City Colleges of Chicago
grant." Through this grant, Eastern was
encouraging students to transfer from 2

MARI OGAWA/Photo editor

.C. Martinez, a professor of life science, gives an advice to students during his class
'ednesday Sept. 9 at room 215 in the Life Science Building.

artinez: education is first

year schools into 4 year colleges, Jones
said. According ·to Jones, Eastern has
gained 12 new students through this
grant.
Another program that Jones credits
for the increase is the PFE program
(Partnership For Excellence). This program allows students who are between
their junior and senior year of high
school, and who attend Eastern over the
summer for a 5-week stay.
Jones has indicated that in the last 2
years, Eastern has had an Upward
Bound Program which gives tours to
high school students. Jones said that last
year, seven of these programs were
sponsored, which totaled over 300 students. "The best advertising is the campus itself," Jones said.
Jones is not sure whether Eastern will
see another increase next school year,
because the state has cancelled all short
term grants, this includes the "EIU City
Colleges of Chicago Grant."
As of now, Jones said that Eastern is
retaining more minority students and
recruiting more.

Minority freshmen give

some life experiences

BY NICHOLL A. MCGUIRE
tance away from home.
Staff writer'
"(Eastern) was kind of close to home. I
university level of education," Martinez said.
felt
that I could get a good education being
Staff Writer
Martinez credits his father as an influence
. .
.
. . . Four mmonty freshman at Eastern speak (somewhat) away from home."
On educati.on and h'1s emphas1s
to remam m
. .
.
.
h 1
about therr hfe expenences that made them
Each studeqt came to ,Easter~ w!tp
For s,c1enc~ ~ea~her _J~cil/-t~ t1arti~~,z 11 ~~ ... ~; oo,-_ . .. .
. . , . .
: ii;itq th~ peop!e they 11~w are.,
.. •
. advice that·was. given to them from•a relaif~sor ef-life sc1ence, . zoology1ancfmam~ -._,.Along..w~th.educat10q bemg high oft _th·e
"My mother .was really concerned and tive or friend ..
. han anatomy classes are a part of his list for Martinez, he also serv~s as .an advisor strict to the point where I would really
"My brother advised me that college was
ily schedt!le.
for the Beta Beta Beta, a b1olog1cal honor appreciate it," said Veronica Wallace, fresh- going to be a challenge," said Dyson. "He
This schedule has been a part of Mar- society for Eastern for the last 20 years.
man speech communications major. "My told me that I would have to study a lot
z's profession for the last 27 years.
'The group is for students who are active father was more into criticizing."
more than I did in high school."
Martinez started his teaching career in in the science department and have high
"I was raised in a single parent house"Upon entering Eastern, I came with the
966, after a chance meeting with Dr. scholarship and grade point averages," hold," said Latishia Hoskins, a freshman attitude to be positive," said Miles. "I told
engineer/law major. "My ho_usyhold wasn't myself that a lot of white people have never
ggs, Eastern's form~r Science Depart- Martinez said.
nt Chair.
'There are approximately 28 to 35 active really strict, it was a well-mannered house- encountered a black person before. I came
here with a tolerant attitude. There are a lot
" After I got my bachelor and master's members in the group and some of our activi- hold."
:grees at East Texas State University in the ties include a fall picnic for students and fac"I was raised ~? a ?retty strict, single par- of things that I have to tolerate. I am down
of Science, I met Dr. Scruggs who was ulty to get together.
ent ~ousehold, s~1d Terrance Dyson, a here to get all I can even if there are those
who are prejudice."
former science chair at Eastern, who was
Other activities are field trips to the ph~sical ther.apy ~aJor..
Some mothers expressed to their daugh1 .~a~ raised 1 ~ a s~~gle-parent houseking for teachers to teach at Eastern and St.Louis Zoo, and other field trips to different
vited me to apply.
states along with planning the annual Honors ho~d, said Edet Miles. My mom was.easy ters the concern of putting relationships
..
. .
B
·
. gomg. She allowed me to do anythmg I before their school work.
So, .after
anquet which honors the new
. . ,,
. was w1.th.m 11m1ts.
. I fm1shed my
. graduate assis. . members m wan te d , as 1ong as 1t
"My mother told me to get my work
cesh1p m the area of B10logy," he said" · I the group and members
of
Phi
Sigma,
a
gradEach
st
d
t
h
t
.
.
u en as some ype of goa1 th at done," said Hoskins. "She told me that I
t in my application and Eastern hired me uate !eve~ honor society and s~holarships '.111d he or she has set for his or herself.
wouldn't have time for boys, that that could
a.one-year appointment only."
~wards given to the members m the orgaruza"My goal is to start on my chosen career wait."
t'.iWe\ler; ~ftep Martinez finished his year tions.
after college," Hoskins said.
"My mother told me not to get hung up
·te'aching,-iie was offered a ten-year track
He has also participated with Dr. Jamie
"My first goal is to graduate from col- with boys and relationships," said Wallace.
the teacbing position.
Maya, a professor of zoology, who have held Jege," Wallace said. "My second goal is "She told me to get the best grades possiMartinez, who grew up in Commerce, spanish-speaking sessions for faculty and stu- after graduation I hope to one day become a ble."
exas and is the third oldest of 10 children dents who have wanted to have conversation- singer. I chose speech communications as
Some of the students spoke of past experiences that have improved them mentally.
id is of a Mexican decent. Since he teaches al language sessions.
an alternative (to that goal.)"
"I came in contact with a lot of racists
the university, he and his wife, are both
"My advice for minority students is to
"My goal is to finish college and obtain a
arleston residents.
maintain good scholarships and be involved degree," Miles said." I am undecided about people," said Dyson. "That (experience)
what type of degree. I hope to one day host made an impact on my life. I have had
Education is very important to Martinez, in student activities.
quite a few bad experiences with cops. My
"If
all
possible
get
a
chance
to
maintain
a
talk show of (some sort) one day."
ho comes from a family that has always
mind is always open to racists."
cultural
ties;
be
aware
of
your
cultural
histo"I
plan
on
becoming
a
physical
therassed education frrst.
"I use to be very shy and quite, but I
ry," Martinez said.
pist," Dyson said.
"My whole family is involved in educajoined
my speech team (in high school) and
"I think the keys for success are two
Each ~tudent ~as i:nade som~ ty~e of
·on. Most of my family is in the teaching
aspects: the interest in learning and your par- accomplishment m his or her_ hfe ~1ther that changed it," said Wallace. "I develifession. Four are teachers at the secondary
· ti.
t th
·
·ty,, h dded
through the awards they received m the oped a sense of humor and I joined (other
ti.c1pa
on a e umvers1 . e a
.
. 1ar act1v1t1es
· · · they were mvo
·
ucation level -and I am the only one at the
1- organizations.) Most of all, I found God."
extracurncu
ved in, or through the temptations they
"The drop out rate in my high school was
avoided in their lives.
at least four or 500 people," said Hoskins.
"I feel that I have made an accomplish- "I set in my mind that I was going to conment by going through, grammar school, tinue with my education."
high school, and attending college without
Some of the students all expressed a deep
being pregnant," Hoskins said.
concern about the problems that are facing
The students were asked why did they minorities today.
choose Eastern. Hoskins and Wallace both
"One of the biggest problems is ourstated that a counselor recommended selves," said Miles. "All the violence and
Eastern to them.
drugs are things that we do to ourselves.
Dyson said he chose Eastern because he Some of us need to clean ourselves up. I
heard that the school had a good program don't think we are doing all that we could
for his intended major.
do."
"(Eastern) has a good pre-physical thera"I believe -that the prejudices is one of
py program. I also heard about the the biggest problems facing minorities
(Minority Assistant Program.)" said Dyson.
+ Continued on page 8
Miles came to Eastern because of the disBY KAREN MEDINA
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We've got the look of FALL

(UPPER LEFT) Luvob Rogers, a junior administrative information systems majo
fashionable for fall in her orange-based color dress with matching color earings.
(UPPER RIGHT) Damaged outfits are very popular this fall as Stacey Braswe
freshman business major, displays his blue jean damage suit.
(ABOVE) Even while watching Tv, senior Ricky Davis chills out in a silk shirt,
a definite mark in fall fashion.
(LOWER LEFT) Rhinestone earrings are very popular this fall. They can access
any outfit, just as junior elementary education major Kirstin Buford has done .
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Debut album offers a funky sound
By KEITH WEATHERSPOON
Staff writer

study in the the Journal of the
erican Medical Association,
blished in Chicago, reports
t the percentage of women
.duating from U.S. medical
ools have increased, while
spanics and blacks have
·eased. Women accounted for
percent of medical school
uates 10 years ago and 36
ent last year.
STAR SEARCH: Calling all
ority students! Here's your
Search chance to be a part
Eastern's Student Govern:nt. The Student Government
'ice is taking applications for
·ct, council or committees for
1992 school year. The Senate
ittees are legislative leadip, academic affairs, appro.ions and judiciary, elec1ns, governmental affairs,
1sing and university developnt, internal affairs, student
rareness, university relations.
The council committees are
.emic affairs, graduate studteacher education, and uniity planning and budgeting,
ing and traffic appeals com-

:e.
.e student/faculty boards are
·ortionment, health service
isory, intercollegiate athletic,

judicial, performing arts, radio
and TV center, sports and recreation, student housing, student
legal service, student publications, textbook rental advisory,
university union and the women
studies board.
For more information call the
Student Government office at
581-5522. Or stop by room 201
of the University Union.
CHECK IT OUT: Student
Government meetings are held
every at 7 p.m. Wednesday in
the Arcola(fuscola room of the
University Union.
MONEY WATCH: Eastern's
reference services area at Booth
Library offers publications for
financial aid and scholarships
for minority students. The
Directory of Financial Aid for
Minorities gives information
about resources for Asian
Americans, Black Americans,
Hispanic Americans, and Native
Americans and other minorities.
Another book available is The
Directory of Financial Aid for
Women gives references designed exclusively for women.
The Scholarship Guide for
Hispanics gives information for
undergraduates and graduate students for scholarships, grants
and awards listings.

B <l>BL AKA KA'I' Q'l'<l> ~L8 1<1>8

KA

GREEK CORNER

KA'P
The men of Kappa Alpha Psi had a free car wash
Saturday, Sept. 12, and raised $50 for AIDS research,
on behalf of Brother Arthur Ashe.

KA'P
Q\J'<I>

1<1>8

Minority students have a second
chance to attend an institution of
higher education.
MAP (Minority Admissions
Program) gave more than a hundred of Eastern 's minorities a
chance to attend college. Without
MAP, these students what not otherwise have had the chance.
Johnetta Jones, director of
minority affairs and head of the
map program said that the program
was developed to meet the needs of
minority students who do not meet
the requirements for admission into
Eastern. Jones also indicated that
it's purpose was to increase diversity in Eastern's student body and to
maintain an adequate representation of minorities at eastern.
The Map Program was started at
Eastern in the fall of 1990.
According to Jones, there was a
total of 12 1 minority students to go
through the -map program the first
two years. "Of the 12 1, 80% are
still at Eastern and 60% have gotten out of the map program," Jones
said.

drive. AKA will also sponsor Carol Moseley Braun to ~ l. T
speak to the campus and Commissioner Arnette ~rp
Hubbard.
"'--
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Zeta Phi Beta collected cans during their annual
Talent show for the hurricane victims. Members also
.
participated in the Special Olympics in Mattoon on ~8
Sept. 19. Also, Zeta volunteered services to the
Charleston Democratic Office. Members also took
part in the National campaign for High Cholesterol
Awareness Month and the chapter adopted a child.

I <1>8
<I> BL

Q\J'<I>

:<1>B <I>BL AKA KA'I' Q'l'<I> ~8 LrP

light-skinned,
long-haired
woman.
The group skillfully shows
they can sing as well as rap, with
the mesmerizing voice of
Speech.
The album ends with the more
hardcore riffed track, " Tennessee," showing the non-believers that they can throw down.
The album leaves you wondering why it took so long for
them to come on the scene.

BY ELDON BOYD
Edit Page Editor

AKA

southern baptist churches.
The lead vocalist, Speech ,
says that "the government is ,
happy with most baptist churches/ cause we don't do a damn
thing to try to nurture." He continues, " ... the preacher says
shout it/ does shoutin' bring
about change? I doubt it!/ All
shoutin' does is make you lose
your voice.
"Dawn of the Dreads" and
"Natural" talk about the real
African woman and not the

MAP Program
proves success
in second year

~L.8

<l>BL,
Q\J'<I>
L.rP
Z<I>B
Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority Inc., held their second
annual "Freshman Night" at the Afro-American AKA
Cultural Center Sept. 14. Also, members worked
with the Special Olympics in Mattoon, Sept. 19. On <l>BL,
Sept. 21-25, members sponsored a voter registration rnu<I>

Z<DB

Alternative Rap? This group
may be the originators.
They are Arrested Development. Their debut album, "3
Years, 5 Months and 2 Days in
the Life of... " has funky riffs
reminiscent of Sly Stone and
early eighties Prince.
If you are a hardcore, street
rap fan, this group of southern
afro-centrics may not be for you.
There is no sexual bragging or
"how I could just kill a man,"
lyrics; but, they have created
lyrics that will make one think
and dance.
"People Everyday," stresses
the problem of young gun-toting, forty ounce beer-drinking
brothers. Note: The remix of this
song, which is an up-beat reggae
style radio hit is not on the compact disc.
The whole CD funks all the
way through, with a smooth
down-beat mesmerizing track,
"Raining Revolution," in the
middle. This song is the sleeper
on the album, hanging in the
midst of "People Everyday" and
the smashing debut single,
"Tennessee."
The album is only slow for a
quick minute, the next song,
"Fishin' 4 Religion," is FUNKY,
with Prince-ish percussion and
bass of an R&B-based Fishbone
track. The song speaks upon the
non-effective preachings of

MARI OGAWA/Photo editor

A member of Delta Sigma Theta strikes a pose for Greek Fashion
Show as one of the event of Black Greek Council Wednesday Sept. 16
at the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union Grand Ballroom.

lack Greek Council rush showcases organizations
BY TONYA THOMAS
Staff Writer

1e Black Greek Council infortional rush gave students a
1nce to see the greek life on
pus.
:Lillian Marks of Zeta Phi Beta,
:ned the program by introducthe sororities and fraternities
campus. Alpha Kappa Alpha,
:(ta Sigma Theta, Zeta Phi Beta,
;ma Gamma Rho make up the
·orities and Kappa Alpha Psi,
ega Psi Phi, Phi Beta Sigma

and Iota Phi Theta represent the
fraternities.
Urusla Gordon, member of
Delta Sigma Theta gave a brief
history of BGC.
The program, then began with a
presentation from each of the
sororities followed by a fashion
show.
Each organization modeled
clothes and paraphanelia representative of their organization.
At the ru sh, A lph a Kappa
Alpha, the first black sorority of
existence since 1908, stress educa-

tion, economics, social world community, health and family services.
Sigma Gamma Rho, in existence since 1922 stressed community service. Wendy Lewis, the
president of the chapter announced that her organization does
plan to have new membership this
semester.
"We primarily stress public service throughout and academic
excellence," Lewis said.
Shalanda Randale, president of
De lta Sigma Theta, mentioned
their organization stress high

academic standing and community
service. Delta Sigma Theta, with
the largest membership of 22, has
been in existence since 1913.
Zeta Phi Beta also presented
their organization with purpose
and principles. President Kristin
Buford, said "we stress service,
sisterhood, scholarship and finer
womanhood."
The fraternities exemplified
their organization with various of
principles and requirements.
Phi Beta Sigma stressed brotherhood for all communities as well

as general welfare for all people.
Kappa Alpha Psi, in existence
since 1911, represented achievement, social, economical and community service. Omega Psi Phi, in
existe nce since 1911, said they
strive for friendship, manhood,
scholarship and perserverance.
Iota Phi Theta, mentioned the
pride and creed of being a black
man in the 90's. "Eastern has highcaliber greeks and no matter what
organization you choose, be
proud," he said.
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Black greek

prepare for
steps how
By Jacenta Wilson
Managing Editor

MARI OGAWA/Photo editor

Members of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority have step practice Thursday Sept. JO in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union Gallery, in preparation/or the annual Step Show on Oct. 9.

The fifth annual Black Gr
Council stepshow will be h
Oct. 9, 7 p .m. at the Mart
Luther King Jr. Union Gra
Ballroom .
This years sorority and fra
nity part ic ipants are Zeta
Beta, Delta Sigma Theta, Al
Kappa Alph a, Ph i Beta Sig
Kappa Alpha P si and Orne
Phi Psi.
Sigma Gamma Rho and I
Phi Theta are tentative
appear this year.
Last years fraternity win
Alpha Phi Alpha will not
able to defend there title
year, but the sorority mem
of Delta Sigma Theta hop
repeat.
Each 'group,of CCf1tl~e ·
are judge on appearance, o
nality and performance, and
average routine my last bet
10-15 minutes.
Winners will receive· a tr
and a monetary award, whi
still under review.

Freshmen
+ Frompage5
today," said Wallace. "Different statements that are being made about (blacks), things
being slipped into conversations, and written in our papers about (blacks)."
"Black on black crime and racism seems to be the biggest problems," said Wallace.
Students expressed changes that needed to be made within the Afro American community.
· t:J.think 1\l)at 1some of the (l;tlacks).}¥1::\0 are on generi;tl assi~t(\nce 1_1,e~d tQ !J,nd ~?bs,:: ~aid
Miles:•"l1(Blacks) need to change .their attitudes. Some of us sfiould have higher self
esteem. I believe that (nationally) (blacks) should be treated equally in the school system.
If I can't be treated equally in your school, don't allow me into your school. (Some
whites) say that (blacks) shouldn't have attitudes in their school, (blacks) ~till aren't being
treated equally that's why I have an attitude."
"I think that (the changes) all come from the individual," said Dyson.
"The drop out rate in schools, registration to vote, young pregnancies, and drugs." said
Hoskins.
"I think that most of the minorities should become aware of their history," said
Wallace. · "When we came together in the past we got things accomplished. If we can do
that today, we can stop gangs and violence."
Each student commented on the future of the Afro American community. They admitted that they were trying to be optimistic, but positive changes would have to come slow.
"I feel there is a chance for prospering," said Hoskins. "I believe there is going to be
less black males for the future because of the drugs and gang violence many black males
are involved in."
"I see changes for the future will be made slowly, on the positive side," said Dyson.
"Personally, I would like to see changes be made fast."
"I am trying to be optimistic," said Wallace. " I seriously believe that we will wake up
and smell the coffee. I know that changes will not be made quickly, but slowly over
night."
"The future will be prosperous," said Miles. "(Blacks) are going to amount to great
things. (Blacks) proved the majority wrong at one time when (whites) said we couldn't. I
think (blacks) will do a better job if it wasn't for those few who are against one another."

MINORITY TODAY

Is
looking for staff writers,
photographers and
copyeditors.
Weekly meetings are
Thursday at 5:30 p.m.
in The Daily Eastern News
Office
Contact: Evette Pearson
or Jacenta Wilson

Some students said they would try to help other Afro Americans one day, see the
direction in life through their life experiences.
"I would like to give people some counseling if they need it." said Hoskins.
"I am going to join the BSU to support my black brothers and sisters," said Miles.
the future I want my own talk show dedicated to the black people that will help us
race."
Each student was asked who was their role model and why.
"Randall Cunningham, •a quarter. back of. the Philadelphia Ei;tgles, is. ~y role m
said Dyson. "H'e 1.frhy' role model because his-approach tcrfootball is similar to my
When I read a book about him we seemed alike in many ways."
"My mother is my role model," said Hoskins. "It was the way that she raised me
made me the way that I now am."
"My step-mother and my best friend are my role models," said Wallace. "They are
strong human beings. My grandmother is also my role model because she gave me
religious background that I have and most of all God."
"My mother is my role model," said Miles. "She is a very strong person. The
she has told me has made me want to make something of myself. I don't want to
another person who has came and left."
The students said that if they ever had children they would like to teach them
things that would help change the Afro American community.
"I would teach my children to respect all people," said Wallace. "Get to know yo
as an individual. Don't rush your to get older and most of all be honest and open."
"I would teach my children to respect all people," said Miles. "I would teach th
be understanding, compassionate, sharing, and have peace within their hearts."
"I would teach my children the importance of the role of the father," said Dy
would teach them about their ancestors. I would teach them the importance of edu
To always be open minded and to eliminate ignorance. To always set goals as high~
sible."
"I would teach my children to make their own decisions," said Hoski~. "\Bf.' yo~
guide and choose your friends wisely."

Black
•from page 4

few statements made by students about BSU.
"Our Ms. Black EIU pageant is open to (both
white women) as well," McClure said. "The reason we cair (the pageant) that is because it is held
during Black History Month. Also, BSU is not
just for black students. We are not a racial organization, despite what others may feel."
When asked about a program that would bring
the majority and the minority together, Smith
said, "I think it would be a good idea, but it would
have to be an on-going thing where you are making the difference."
"People say they want to get together, that's
what classrooms are for," Marks said. "That idea
is as old as school itself. You can't make the university do something that it doesn't want to do."
Although the black organizations are recognized on campus, none of them are funded by
Eastern.
"I am the adviser of my chapter, Phi Beta
Sigma Fraternity Incorporated, and we fund ourselves," Smith said. "We are not the type of organization that we keep the funds we earn. Our

funds go to a good cause. We are a non-pr
organization."
"I belong to both Zeta Phi Beta Sorority,
and BSU," Marks said. "Both organizations
self sufficient. We raise our own money."
Buford also said that her organization, U
Gospel Choir, is also a self- funded organizati
When asked about their feelings on other
dent organizations being funded, Marks said
makes me upset that (all the other organizati
are funded and we aren't. We do the same th'
that (the other organizations) do."
"I would like to know why what we do on
campus is not as important as other organ'
tions," Buford said. "We make the university I
good, but their not helping us. Other schools
given a budget, we are not.
McClure said that she feels that the black
nizations are very strong considering that they
not funded at all.
"We do have our acts together, simply be
we have had to raise our money," McClure
"A lot of people are intimidated by our org
tions because they don't want to see us grow."

